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ABSTRACT
The Group Research department in Tait Electronics has a reconfigurable platform for
MIMO research. In particular, the platform has an adaptive multivariate DFE with the
LMS algorithm currently implemented. The LMS algorithm has been simulated and
optimised for implementation on the FPGA. The main objective of the research is to
investigate an alternative, the RLS algorithm by comparing its performance to the LMS
algorithm. The RLS algorithm is known to be more complex than the LMS algorithm
but offers the potential for improved performance due to its fast-converging nature.
This thesis provides a performance investigation of these adaptive filter algorithms on
the MIMO system for the purpose of real-time implementation on the Tait platform.
In addition to performance investigation, stability analysis and a feasibility study is
shown for the RLS algorithm on the FPGA. The research is industry based and is
supported by FRST.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 GENERAL
MIMO (Multiple-Input Multiple-Output) is currently a promising area in wireless com-
munication research due to its performance advantage over SISO (Single-Input Single-
Output) and smart antenna systems. This advantage stems from the use of multiple
antennas at the transmitter and receiver. This creates the possibility for multiple paral-
lel channels to exist [3] and these channels can be used to increase data rate or improve
performance. Great interest was stimulated by Foschini [4] and Telatar [3] in the 1990’s
who discovered the capacity benefits that are possible through the use of MIMO tech-
nology. Higher capacity means higher throughput and with 3rd generation systems,
the demand for higher data rates is constantly increasing. Hence, with research into
4th generation systems already well under way, high rate communications is seen to be
essential. MIMO is one technology which may provide these high rates, and in the last
15 years there has been an enormous research effort in this area, including information
theory [5, 6], prototypes [7, 8], channel models [9, 10, 11] and channel measurements
[12, 13, 14].
As part of this international research, the Group Research department in Tait Elec-
tronics has constructed a real-time reconfigurable platform for MIMO research. The
platform currently has a 4 by 4 antenna arrangement, which is expandable to a 12 by
12 system by utilising three interlinked 4 channel processing modules. The module also
contains mixed signal interfaces, RF filters and the adaptive multivariate DFE (Deci-
sion Feedback Equaliser). In particular, the Stratix FPGA (Field Programmable Gate
Array) is used for the implementation of the adaptive multivariate DFE, which cur-
rently uses the LMS (Least Mean Squares) algorithm [2, 15]. The platform is designed
to be software reconfigurable to support multiple algorithm development efforts.
The platform is an ideal environment for experimentation due to its reconfigurabil-
ity. The reconfigurability of the platform has successfully provided a real-time channel
sounder, space-time coded systems and the current multivariate DFE system [16, 17].
Furthermore, the platform allows changes in modulation schemes, the number of si-
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multaneous transmitters and receivers, adaptive algorithms, etc. The equalisation pro-
cedure can be modified, for example to allow different training sequences, training
lengths, decision-directed mode, etc. The adaptive multivariate DFE has been imple-
mented on the platform since it is a well-known technique for combating interference in
the unknown wireless channel. It is also a better alternative than the linear equaliser
and the MLSE (Maximum Likelihood Sequence Estimator), because it performs better
than the linear equaliser without the complexity of the MLSE [18].
A key component in communications is adaptive equalisation because it greatly im-
proves signal quality, thus enabling reliable and efficient communication between users.
Adaptive equalisation is an important signal processing technique for digital radio re-
ceivers, for example the Tait platform, and is an application of adaptive filter theory
[19, 20, 21]. Basically, an adaptive equaliser changes its filter characteristic, namely its
tap weights based on signal inputs that have passed through the unknown channel. In
addition, adaptive equalisers are partly deployed for the mitigation of ISI (Inter Sym-
bol Interference) and channel variation tracking. Adaptive equalisation is currently
implemented on the Tait platform, via an adaptive multivariate DFE. The current
adaptive algorithm on the DFE is the LMS algorithm. The LMS algorithm is a practi-
cal algorithm to implement due to its simplicity and comes from the family of stochastic
gradient algorithms. In contrast, the RLS algorithm is an adaptive algorithm which can
exhibit faster convergence, at the price of extra complexity and hardware requirements.
The RLS algorithm is a special case of the Kalman filter. Due to advances in hardware
design, the RLS algorithm is becoming a more popular possibility for implementation.
Therefore, the performance of these algorithms will be considered via results from error
curves, BER etc. There are two simulation scenarios in this thesis, a simple and a full
system simulation. The simple simulation focusses on the performance of these algo-
rithms on the multivariate DFE in general and uses the Jakes channel model. The full
system simulation (or Tait simulation) uses specifications from the Tait platform and
focusses on the feasibility of these algorithms for hardware implementation. The Tait
simulation uses a quasi-stationary channel model, and real time captured data for part
of the fixed point simulation. Furthermore, stability of these algorithms is analysed, in
particular the stability of the RLS algorithm and its intermediate variables.
Although work on the LMS and RLS algorithms for SISO systems is extensive, the work
here focusses on MIMO systems which is more recent. Literature regarding the RLS
algorithm on a multivariate DFE is sparse, especially in the area of implementation
and stability issues. Thus, the value of this thesis is in the analysis, performance
investigation and eventually the feasibility assessment of these algorithms on a real-
time system, where system features such as fixed point arithmetic, synchronisation,
captured data, etc are all taken into account.
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1.2 LITERATURE REVIEW
Due to the rapid development of the telecommunications industry in the last few
decades, a large amount of literature can be found covering MIMO systems, numerous
adaptive filters and various equaliser structures. In the field of adaptive equalisation,
the leading contenders for implementation are typically the LMS and RLS algorithms,
or their variants. Therefore, the thesis focussed on a performance investigation of the
LMS and RLS algorithms on the multivariate DFE with the intention of implementing
the RLS algorithm on the Tait platform.
The purpose of the DFE is to mitigate the ISI (Intersymbol Interference) which is
prevalent in digital communication systems. The DFE was first proposed by Austin
[22] and since then extensive literature has appeared on improvements to and variants
of the initial DFE. The LMS and RLS adaptive algorithms can be applied to the DFE
to create an adaptive DFE. This is useful for tracking a time-varying channel and is
considered one of the most practical receiver structures in communication systems.
The LMS algorithm was first developed by Widrow and Hoff [23]. The RLS algorithm
originated from the use of the Kalman filtering algorithm for estimation equaliser co-
efficients [24], and Falconer later recognised the Kalman filter to be a form of the
RLS algorithm [25]. A number of variants of these two algorithms are described in
[19, 21, 26, 27]. Most of the literature focusses on a performance comparison of the
LMS and RLS algorithms. See for example the work in [28]. The origins of adap-
tive equalisation are described in detail in Qureshi’s paper [29], providing an excellent
review of the research in adaptive equalisation theory before 1985.
MIMO systems have been researched extensively because of their capacity advantage
over SISO systems [30]. This has led to the development of the MIMO DFE [18, 31,
32, 33, 34, 35, 36] to increase the performance of the MIMO receiver. A number of
publications have described and analysed different adaptation algorithms that have
been implemented on the multivariate DFE. Generally, the literature has compared
the LMS and RLS algorithms in different channel environments as seen in [37, 38, 39,
40, 41, 42]. However, some literature focussed on the RLS algorithm [43, 44] and its
tracking performance using the Jakes channel model [45]. Fixed point effects of the
RLS algorithm were also reviewed since hardware implementation is important [19, 46].
In addition, some real-time systems which applied the RLS algorithm were studied in
[47]. This thesis focusses in the same area and aims to investigate the performance of
these adaptive filters on the Tait platform, and subsequently assess their potential for
implementation in hardware, notably the FPGA.
One of the key issues encountered during this thesis was the potential instabilities
of the adaptive algorithms on the DFE, particularly the RLS algorithm. Therefore,
the performance of the RLS algorithm on a SISO DFE was reviewed [48, 49, 50] to
understand this behaviour and other work on instability was considered [51, 52, 53,
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54, 55, 56]. In addition, decision delays on the DFE were studied [57, 58, 59, 60, 61]
because of their effect in stabilising the P(k) matrix used in the RLS algorithm during
one of the simulation scenarios. It was found that decision delays can help optimise
DFE performance. In work that involves the RLS algorithm [62, 39, 40], decision delays
have been discussed and shown to improve performance. However, these papers do not
mention the behaviour of the P(k) matrix. The matrix P(k) is an intermediate variable
in the RLS algorithm.
The stability of the RLS algorithm is essential since hardware implementation is con-
sidered. Since the use of optimal decision delays only help stabilise the P(k) matrix in
one simulation scenario, another method was required to stabilise the RLS algorithm.
Therefore, a divergence mitigation technique was discovered which resets the P(k) ma-
trix. This technique originated in literature that did not involve adaptive equalisation
[63, 64]. The reset technique was applied in adaptive controls and power applications,
and surprisingly not mentioned in any recent communications or signal processing liter-
ature. Generally, references such as [65, 66, 67, 68, 19, 69, 50] provide a good overview
of adaptive equalisation and its application to wireless communications.
1.3 SCOPE OF THE THESIS
The thesis is primarily focussed on the performance of adaptive filter algorithms and
their implementation on MIMO systems. The LMS and RLS algorithms were selected
for implementation on the multivariate DFE. Their performances and difficulties en-
countered were illustrated and discussed. Furthermore, implementation issues on hard-
ware were also considered.
Chapter 2 of this thesis presents background information on MIMO systems. The Chap-
ter briefly describes the MIMO channel and its capacity advantage over SISO channels.
Chapter 3 covers the theory of adaptive equalisation. The SISO DFE is described and
its adaptive extension. Similarly, the multivariate DFE is described as well as its adap-
tive extension via the normal equations. This is followed by a description of the LMS
and RLS algorithms and their implementation on the multivariate DFE. Some difficul-
ties relating to implementation are addressed. Chapter 4 describes the Tait platform,
in particular its purpose, structure and the current algorithms implemented on it. In
addition, the Chapter describes the platform’s capability and measurement outputs as
well as simulation scenarios. Chapter 5 presents the results from Matlab simulations
focussing on a performance comparison between the LMS and RLS algorithms on the
multivariate DFE. Difficulties and problems during the simulations are discussed and
mitigation techniques suggested. The results show that the RLS algorithm outperforms
the LMS algorithm when implemented on the multivariate DFE. During simulations,
an undesirable phenomenon was encountered when adjusting the RLS parameter, λ,
the forgetting factor. For values of λ < 1, the P(k) matrix diverged. The implementa-
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tion of decision-delays on the multivariate DFE helped mitigate this problem. Chapter
6 presents the results from simulations using specifications from the Tait platform. The
adaptive algorithms were simulated in two environments, floating and fixed point. In
addition, real-time data extracted from the Tait platform were used in the fixed point
simulation. This was extremely useful in evaluating the possibility of implementing the
RLS algorithm on the Tait platform. During the Tait simulations, decision-delays did
not help mitigate the diverging P(k) matrix. Therefore, an effective and novel method
was discovered which resets the P(k) matrix. The method successfully stabilised the
RLS algorithm. Chapter 7 describes the implementation issues involved in using the
adaptive algorithms on the Tait platform. Resource requirements and a discussion re-
garding the feasibility of the adaptive algorithms are also given. Finally, Chapter 8
presents some conclusions and summarises the achievements and contributions of this
thesis, as well as suggestions for future work.
1.4 CONTRIBUTIONS
The work in this thesis considers many issues regarding the implementation of the RLS
algorithm on MIMO systems, in particular relating to its implementation on the multi-
variate DFE. The main contribution of this thesis is an assessment of any performance
advantage of the RLS algorithm over the LMS algorithm in two different simulation
scenarios; a simple simulation and a full system Tait simulation. The simple simulation,
referred to in this thesis as the base simulation, removes the complications of the Tait
platform to evaluate the performance of the adaptive algorithm on the multivariate
DFE. The Tait simulation includes all specifications from the Tait platform, and sim-
ilar to the base simulation, evaluates the performance of the adaptive algorithms in a
floating and fixed point environment. Furthermore, some of the fixed point simulations
use real-time captured data from the Tait platform.
During the performance investigation of the LMS and RLS algorithms on the multi-
variate DFE, instability was encountered in the RLS algorithm. Possible instability
in fixed point is well-known, but this thesis discovered the same issue, during floating
point as well as fixed point simulations. The source of the instability was a variable
in the RLS algorithm, the inverse correlation matrix, P(k), which diverges and even-
tually causes instability. In addition, this variable is sensitive to the parameter, λ,
the forgetting factor. Furthermore, this instability occurred for different simulation
scenarios as mentioned above, which includes different channel models. However, an
effective method was discovered, which mitigated the instability in the RLS algorithm
by resetting the P(k) matrix. This approach solved the instability problem in the full
Tait simulations with captured data, which is the closest simulation to reality.
One of the initial goals of this thesis was the real-time implementation of the RLS
algorithm on the Tait platform. Generally, the results in the floating point simulations
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showed that the RLS algorithm outperformed the LMS algorithm which is consistent
with literature. However, in fixed point simulation using specifications from the Tait
platform, the RLS does not outperform the LMS algorithm, and the tracking behaviour
of the RLS algorithm is poor compared to the LMS algorithm. Furthermore, the RLS
algorithm is too complex for implementation on the current FPGA and therefore cannot
be considered as an alternative to the more robust and practical LMS algorithm.
Chapter 2
MULTIPLE INPUT MULTIPLE OUTPUT SYSTEM
BACKGROUND
2.1 INTRODUCTION
MIMO is a promising area of research in wireless communications. In communications
theory, MIMO refers to radio links with multiple antennas on the transmitter and re-
ceiver, unlike SISO which uses a single antenna on the transmitter and receiver. The
enormous interest in this area has developed due to the higher capacity MIMO pro-
vides over SISO system without extending the radio spectral bandwidth. Therefore,
MIMO systems are more bandwidth efficient compared to SISO systems. This is ex-
tremely important for the future of wireless communications, due to the great demand
for increased quality of service and throughput, especially in mixed media 4th genera-
tion systems. The following Sections will summarise important aspects about MIMO
channels including basic theory, capacity and channel models.
2.2 SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a system with n transmit and m receive antennas, giving an m× n channel.
Figure 2.1 shows a discrete-time model of this channel. Based on Figure 2.1, each
individual channel connects one of the transmit antennas to a receive antenna, therefore
the symbols are transmitted overm×n channels. The received signals y1(k) to ym(k) are
mathematically defined below. The following equation represents the discrete output
of the jth receiving antenna, yj(k).
yj(k) =
n∑
i=1
xi(k)hj,i(k) + vj(k) (2.1)
In (2.1), xi(k) is the discrete input to the ith transmitting antenna and hj,i(k) is the
discrete channel impulse response (or a random complex channel coefficient) from the
ith transmitting antenna to the jth receiving antenna at time k. Finally, vj(k) is the
additive white noise at the output of the jth receiving antenna at time k. Furthermore,
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Figure 2.1 A n by m MIMO channel
the equation can be written in matrix form as below:
y(k) = H(k)x(k) + v(k) (2.2)
In (2.2), y(k) = [y1(k) y2(k) . . . ym(k)]T , x(k) = [x1(k) x2(k) . . . xn(k)]T ,
v(k) = [v1(k) v2(k) . . . vm(k)]T and H(k) is the channel matrix where hi,j(k) is
its (i, j)th element as shown in (2.3).
H =

h1,1(k) . . . h1,n(k)
h2,1(k) . . . h2,n(k)
...
. . .
...
hm,1(k) . . . hm,n(k)
 (2.3)
In this thesis, a mixture of channel models are used for the entries of the H matrix.
These models include the Jakes model which approximates a time-varying Rayleigh
fading channel. For the Tait simulations, two types of channels are considered. The
first type is a quasi-stationary channel model. The second type is based on measured
data. Actual received data from the Tait platform are used meaning that real-time
received data are used for simulating the adaptive multivariate DFE.
2.3 CHANNEL MODELS
Wireless (or mobile) channels can be described as having two fundamental phenomena
[1], fading and delay spread:
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• Fading (or Doppler spread) is a term describing the variations of the amplitude
or relative phase, or both, of one or more of the frequency components of the
received signal. These variations are caused by changes in the characteristics of
the propagation path with time. Flat fading is an example of fading in which all
frequency components of a received signal vary in the same proportion simulta-
neously when signal bandwidth is small.
• Delay spread is a type of distortion due to multipath and reflections. Signals
arrive at different speeds due to different paths resulting in different time delays.
Delay spread is known to cause ISI which is undesirable in digital communication
systems.
• Frequency selective fading is when both fading and delay spread appear together.
It causes different frequencies of a transmitted signal to be attenuated and phase
shifted differently in a channel. This give rise to real challenges in modulation
and detection, especially if the fading is fast. The channel can be modelled as a
time variant linear filter.
These two mobile channel phenomena, fading and delay spread, can coincide or be
separate in any given scenario. Assuming a data signal with period T and a receiver
using coherent detection with a one-symbol processing window, a diagram can be gen-
erated as shown in Figure 2.2. The Figure indicates the consequences of signalling rate
on the model. The faster the transmission, the smaller the value of T , therefore the
greater the signal bandwidth becomes. This in turn makes the channel more frequency
selective over that bandwidth. On the other hand, the slower the transmission, the
faster the channel relatively becomes, and issues like pulse distortion and ISI appear.
Note that fD is the Doppler shift and τd is the delay spread. The Doppler shift fD can
be calculated as shown in (2.4).
fD =
fc
c
v (2.4)
where fc is the carrier frequency, c is the speed of light and v is the vehicle speed.
The delay spread τd can be obtained by measuring the range of delays shown by the
impulse response of the channel. As we can see from Figure 2.2, the combination of
these two phenomena (Doppler and Delay spread) and the symbol period, T , allows
various scenarios. The term frequency selective and flat are opposites of each other
and are dependent on the delay spread τd and bandwidth W of the signal. Frequency
selective transmission is typically when the range of delays are significant enough to
affect the signal by causing part of the signal to be notched out. On the other hand,
flat transmission is when the delays are insignificant and does not cause variation of the
frequency response across the signal band. The literature in [1] provides more detail
on delay and Doppler spread.
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Figure 2.2 Diagram of various scenarios for a wireless channel [1]
2.4 CAPACITY
One important system measure in which SISO and MIMO channels behave very differ-
ently is capacity. Capacity is a measure of how much information can be transmitted
and received with a negligible probability of error. In [70], it was shown that the
multipath characteristic of radio transmissions can be used to multiplicatively increase
the capacity of a radio system when MIMO is used. This is important for real-time
applications since more data throughput means an increase in system capability.
In [69, 30], channel capacity is defined as in (2.5), where X and Y are random variables
which represents the input and output of a memoryless wireless channel respectively.
I(X;Y ) represents the mutual information between X and Y . Mutual information is a
measure of the amount of information that one random variable contains about another
variable.
C = max
p(x)
I(X;Y ) (2.5)
Equation (2.5) states that the mutual information is maximised with respect to all
possible statistical distributions, with density p(x), of the transmitted signals. The
mutual information, I(X;Y ) is defined by:
I(X;Y ) = H(Y )−H(Y |X) (2.6)
where H(Y ) represents the entropy of Y and H(Y |X) is the conditional entropy be-
tween the random variables X and Y . The entropy of a random variable can be
described as a measure of the amount of information required on average to describe
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the random variable. It can also be described as a measure of the uncertainty of the
random variable. In addition, the mutual information between X and Y depends on
the properties of the channel (through a channel matrix, H as seen in (2.3)) and the
properties of X and Y (through their probability distributions). To summarise the ca-
pacity advantage of MIMO systems over SISO systems, results for their ergodic (mean)
capacities are shown below.
For a SISO system, m = n = 1 representing one transmit and one receive antenna.
The random complex channel coefficient of the SISO link is h1,1. The mean capacity
is given by (2.7) [30].
C = EH{log2(1 + ρ.|h1,1|2)} (2.7)
where EH denotes the expectation over all channel realisations and ρ represents the
average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). For the MIMO case, a similar matrix equation
exists as shown in (2.8) [30].
C = EH
{
log2
[
det
(
Im +
ρ
n
HHH
)]}
(2.8)
In (2.8), ρ is the average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at each receiver branch and H
is the channel matrix. In [30], the results for various SNR values show that MIMO
outperforms SISO systems in terms of capacity. This performance advantage can be
seen by a consideration of (2.7) and (2.8). In (2.7), the only parameter that can be
altered is the SNR, ρ. Increasing ρ increases C logarithmically for both SISO and
MIMO [3, 4]. For MIMO systems, m and n can also be altered and increasing both m
and n increases MIMO capacity linearly, under certain constraints on H [3, 4]. There-
fore, MIMO systems are more spectrally efficient compared to SISO systems. Another
method for using multiple antennas in a communication system is the smart antenna
system which utilises multiple antennas at the receiver only. However, [37] shows re-
sults for various numbers of receive antennas and the capacity for MIMO systems also
outperforms the smart antenna array system. Evidently, from this brief description
regarding the capacity advantage of the MIMO system, MIMO is a promising area of
research showing potential increase in system capability.
2.5 OVERVIEW
An overview of MIMO systems has been given in this Chapter, providing descriptions
of some of the models used and discussing the advantages of MIMO over SISO systems
based on capacity. There is now an enormous literature including review articles [71,
72], tutorials [30, 73, 74] and text books [75, 76, 77] which describe MIMO systems.
Hence, the overview of this Chapter is very brief. The main thrust of this thesis is an
investigation of the LMS and RLS algorithms on a multivariate DFE. For this purpose,
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further background in MIMO specifics is unneccessary.
Chapter 3
ADAPTIVE EQUALISATION THEORY
3.1 INTRODUCTION
Adaptive equalisers of various types are used extensively in communication systems.
Tait Electronics are currently considering the use of more complex adaptive algorithms
and are interested in their feasibility and performance compared to the existing system
[2]. The purpose of communication channel equalisation is to mitigate the effects of
ISI and channel variation. Combining adaptive filters with channel equalisers increases
the robustness of wireless communication systems.
The current system at Tait Electronics employs a multivariate DFE, which uses a
multiuser detector structure. The DFE is accepted as preferable to the linear and
MLSE equalisers based on performance and complexity. This is because the DFE
performs almost as well as the MLSE equaliser but with the lesser complexity of a
linear equaliser [18]. In addition, even though linear equalisers are alternative solutions
to the ISI problem, they have the disadvantage of noise enhancement as discussed in
[50].
This Chapter will describe the theory of adaptive filters, equaliser structures and their
implementation. A Section on adaptive filters and their basic theory is given first.
This is followed by a Section on the SISO DFE and its adaptive version. The MIMO
extension of the DFE and its adaptive version is then described and illustrated.
3.2 ADAPTIVE ALGORITHMS
3.2.1 Background
In this Section, a summary of the two adaptive algorithms are shown; LMS and RLS.
Both algorithms are adaptive filter algorithms that differ in terms of performance and
complexity as discussed in [19]. These adaptive algorithms are implemented on the
multivariate DFE using a set of normal equations. In wireless communications, adaptive
techniques in equalisation help compensate for the unknown channel.
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3.2.2 LMS Algorithm
The LMS algorithm belongs to the family of stochastic gradient algorithms. The sto-
chastic gradient approach uses a deterministic gradient in a recursive computation of
the Wiener filter for stochastic inputs. The algorithm is simple to implement, requiring
no matrix inversions or measurements of the correlation matrix. The LMS algorithm
is a linear adaptive filtering algorithm that consists of two basic processes:
• Filtering Process: This process involves the computation of the output of the
transversal filter and the generation of the error by comparing the desired and
estimated output.
• Adaptive Process: This is automatic adjustment of the tap weights according to
the error produced.
The LMS algorithm is comparable to another adaptive technique called the method of
steepest descent which is frequently used in optimisation theory. It uses an iterative
technique for the optimisation of a set of variables by minimising some cost function.
Both adaptive techniques use the gradient vector, but in a different form. To explain
the LMS algorithm, consider a transversal filter with L taps, thus having a L× 1 tap-
weight vector wˆ(k). At time k, the system has a desired (transmitted) signal x(k)
which is a scalar, and the L × 1 tap-input (received) vector y(k). The error signal is
e(k) which is a scalar (see (3.6)). The gradient vector in the method of steepest descent
requires the tap-input vector y(k) and error signal e(k) as shown in (3.1).
5(k) = −2E[e∗(k)y(k)] (3.1)
The gradient vector 5(k) is the direction of the greatest rate of change which is de-
scribed in detail in [19]. Basically, the method of steepest descent is described by (3.2)
below.
wˆ(k + 1) = wˆ(k)− µ5(k) (3.2)
where µ is a positive constant called the step-size parameter. Rather than using the
expected value of the gradient vector as shown in (3.1), the LMS algorithm uses the
instantaneous estimate of the gradient vector as shown in (3.3).
5ˆ(k) = −2e∗(k)y(k) (3.3)
Therefore, applying this instantaneous estimate to the method of steepest descent we
get
wˆ(k + 1) = wˆ(k)− µ5ˆ(k) (3.4)
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The LMS algorithm can then be formulated as shown below in (3.5)-(3.6)
wˆ(k + 1) = wˆ(k) + µy(k)e∗(k) (3.5)
where
e(k) = x(k)− wˆHy(k) (3.6)
Note that x(k) is the actual transmitted signal, superscript H is the Hermitian transpose
and ∗ is the complex conjugate. The weight vector wˆ(k) is initialised as a zero vector
and the step-size parameter µ is carefully selected such that the LMS algorithm is
stable.
3.2.3 RLS Algorithm
An alternative to the LMS algorithm is the RLS algorithm. Although more computa-
tionally demanding compared to the LMS algorithm, it can achieve better performance
compared to the LMS algorithm because of its fast-converging property. The RLS al-
gorithm is a special case of the Kalman filter, utilising the least squares approach to
optimise the equaliser coefficients. The algorithm deals directly with the input data
sequences and obtains estimates of correlations from the data.
The RLS algorithm exploits the method of least squares and a relation in matrix algebra
known as the matrix inversion lemma. An important feature of the RLS algorithm is
that it makes use of an exponentially weighted sum of squared errors extending back
to the instant of time when the algorithm is initiated. The rate of convergence for RLS
is typically an order of magnitude quicker than the standard LMS algorithm. A full
derivation and description of the RLS algorithm can be seen in [19], which describes the
cost function that is to be minimised and how the matrix inversion lemma is utilised
to produce the inverse correlation matrix P(k).
To describe the RLS algorithm, consider a similar system to the LMS algorithm descrip-
tion, using a transversal filter with L taps. At time k, the filter has a L× 1 tap-weight
vector wˆ(k), desired (transmitted) signal x(k) and the L× 1 tap-input (received) vec-
tor y(k). The RLS algorithm calculates the tap weights such that wˆH(k)y(k) is an
estimate of x(k). A summary of the RLS algorithm is shown below. For each instant
of time k = 1, 2, . . ., compute:
Kp(k) =
λ−1P(k)y(k)
1 + λ−1yHP(k)y(k)
(3.7)
e(k) = x(k)− wˆH(k)y(k) (3.8)
wˆ(k + 1) = wˆ(k) +Kp(k)e∗(k) (3.9)
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P(k + 1) = λ−1P(k)− λ−1Kp(k)yH(k)P(k) (3.10)
In (3.7)-(3.10), the parameter λ is the forgetting factor and the matrix P(k) is the
inverse correlation matrix, these are discussed more fully below. The algorithm is
initialised by setting P(0) = δ−1I where δ is a small positive constant, and wˆ(0) = 0.
Typically, the forgetting factor λ is selected to be close 1. The RLS algorithm can be
implemented within a DFE simply by changing the input vectors to a set of normal
input vectors consisting of concatenated inputs to the feedforward and feedback filters,
which is introduced later in Section 3.3.2 and 3.4.4. There are two parameters in the
RLS algorithm that are significant during the implementation and performance study.
These are the forgetting factor λ and the inverse correlation matrix P(k).
The forgetting factor, λ ensures that data in the distant past are forgotten in order to
afford the possibility of following the statistical variation of the observable data when
the filter operates in a nonstationary environment. As mentioned previously, the value
of λ is a positive constant, typically close to but less than 1. When λ = 1, it is basically
the ordinary method of least squares and the algorithm has infinite memory. [19]
describes this in more detail by introducing a weighting factor into the cost function
that is to be minimised. The inverse correlation matrix P(k) is the inverse of the
correlation matrix Φ(k) which can be derived using the matrix inversion lemma and
is defined in (3.11). The correlation matrix is Hermitian, Toeplitz and almost always
positive definite meaning that it is nonsingular allowing an inverse of this matrix to
exist. From [19], the correlation matrix is seem to have a considerable impact on the
performance of the adaptive algorithms. The matrix Φ(k) is defined by:
Φ(k) =
N∑
i=1
λN−iy(i)yH(i) (3.11)
where k = 1, . . . , N , and N is the length of the observed data sequence. The correlation
matrix Φ(k) or the inverse correlation matrix P(k) = Φ−1(k) play a central role in the
performance of the RLS algorithm. For example, in the standard convergence analysis
of RLS [19] it is shown that the MSE of the weight vector is:
MSE =
σ2
N − L− 1
L∑
i=1
1
λi
(3.12)
where σ2 is the variance of the errors, e(k), L is the number of taps and N is the length
of the observed data. The eigenvalues, λi, are the eigenvalues of Φ(k). Clearly, small
eigenvalues increase the MSE and have a negative impact on the performance of the
RLS algorithm. Another impact of small eigenvalues is the potential for ”explosive
divergence” in fixed point as discussed in [19, 78]. Finally since Φ(k) is a correlation
matrix, both Φ(k) and P(k) should be Hermitian symmetric and positive definite.
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Recursive computation of these matrices can lead to a loss of symmetry and positive
definiteness, especially in fixed point. This loss of the correct matrix structure can also
lead to explosive divergence [19]. Hence, problems encountered with the RLS algorithm
may be caused by loss of symmetry or small eigenvalues. Finally, Φ(k) is often strongly
diagonal [79] and this usually leads to improved performance. In summary, the ideal
Φ(k) matrix is strongly diagonal, Hermitian, positive definite and has large eigenvalues.
The ideal P(k) matrix is also Hermitian and positive definite and conversely has small
eigenvalues.
3.2.4 Performance Survey
Based on literature in [19, 28, 80] the RLS algorithm generally outperforms the LMS
algorithm in terms of error convergence rate. This in turn leads to a lower mean
squared error (MSE) and bit error rate (BER). However, the performance of the RLS
algorithm on the multivariate DFE is less widely known. Some work can be found in
[43, 44, 37, 38, 39]. The literature in [19] also states that the LMS algorithm exhibits
more robust tracking behaviour than the RLS algorithm in channel equalisation.
The issue in this thesis is the feasibility of the RLS algorithm in fixed-point preci-
sion and subsequently its possible implementation on the FPGA via the Tait platform.
Furthermore, the adaptive algorithms are implemented on the multivariate DFE which
may lead to complications during simulation and implementation. Performance inves-
tigation and feasibility of these adaptive algorithms are explored in this thesis.
3.3 SISO DFE
3.3.1 General SISO DFE
The key to understanding the MIMO DFE system is to study its SISO version. The
SISO DFE consists of two tapped-delay-line filters, a feedforward and a feedback filter
as shown in Figure 3.1 and a decision device. We define the transmitted signal as
x(k) and the received signal as y(k). The filter output is z(k) which goes through the
decision device to produce an estimate xˆ(k). Denote the length of the feedforward and
feedback filters by Lff and Lfb respectively. Therefore, the tap-weight vector for the
feedforward filter is wff (k) of size 1× Lff and for the feedback filter is wfb(k) of size
1×Lfb. The input to the feedforward filter is the Lff×1 received vector y(k), consisting
of
[
y(k), . . . , y(k−Lff +1)
]T and the input to the feedback filter is the Lfb×1 decision
device output vector xˆ(k), consisting of
[
xˆ(k), . . . , xˆ(k − Lfb + 1)
]T . Most commonly,
DFEs are fractionally spaced meaning that the feedforward filter processes its input
at the sampling rate, and the feedback filter processes its input at the symbol rate.
Equation (3.13) shows the equation that describes the SISO DFE:
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Figure 3.1 Simple block diagram for a SISO DFE
z(k) = wff (k)y(k)−wfb(k)xˆ(k) (3.13)
Note that the weight vectors are now defined as rows rather than columns, and vice
versa for the input vectors. This change in notation is to match the standard definition
in [65]. They can be easily reversed as seen later. The criteria for the DFE above is
to minimise E
[|z(k) − x(k)|2], which is known as the minimum mean squared error
(MMSE) criterion. The weights in the feedforward and feedback filter are adjusted
simultaneously to satisfy this criterion. More theory regarding this can be seen in
[50]. The main purpose of the DFE is ISI suppression which is a form of interference
in digitial communication systems namely in a fading radio channel. ISI distorts the
received signal and the DFE counteracts this by suppressing it. The feedforward filter is
designed to suppress the precursor ISI, and the feedback filter suppresses the postcursor
ISI. Ideally, the complete equalised output signal should have only the desired result
with noise assuming that the decision device outputs are correct.
3.3.2 Adaptive SISO DFE
The adaptive SISO DFE is well documented in [65, 50]. The results in [50] clearly illus-
trate the superiority of the RLS algorithm compared to the LMS algorithm and it also
discusses the effects of the mobile channel, modulation schemes, practical limitations
and complexity. However, it does not investigate the the extension of adaptive equalisa-
tion to MIMO systems, fixed-point analysis and hardware implementation, particularly
on an FPGA. This thesis explores these issues in the context of the Tait platform [2].
The adaptive SISO DFE can be derived using the normal equations below and is de-
scribed briefly in [65]. As before, we define x(k) as the transmitted signal, y(k) as the
received signal and z(k) as the filter output. A block diagram of an adaptive SISO
DFE is shown in Figure 3.2. We also define the input vector to the feedforward filter,
y(k) of size Lff × 1 and the input vector to the feedback filter, xˆ(k) of size Lfb × 1
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which are concatenated to produce u(k) of size (Lff + Lfb)× 1 as shown below:
u(k) =
[
y(k)
−xˆ(k)
]
(3.14)
The basis of adaptive equalisation is a minimisation problem. The aim obviously is
to minimise the error which is the difference between the desired and actual signal
measured at each symbol. The error is used to determine the direction in which the
tap-weights of the filter should be changed so as to approach an optimum set of values.
With the given input vectors, we can simply reorganise the filtered output z(k) as a
product of two concatenated vectors as shown in (3.15). We take into account the
possibility of the SISO DFE having more than 1 tap for each filter. Therefore, wff (k)
and wfb(k) are tap weight row vectors of length, Lff and Lfb for the feedforward and
feedback filters respectively.
z(k) = [ wff (k) wfb(k) ]
[
y(k)
−xˆ(k)
]
(3.15)
Thus, with the previous definitions in this Section the minimisation problem must
satisfy the criterion below:
[ wff (k) wfb(k) ] = argmin
[∣∣∣[ wff (k) wfb(k) ][ y(k)−xˆ(k)
]
− x(k)
∣∣∣2] (3.16)
where x(k) is the actual signal. As mentioned previously, the adaptive equalisation
problem is a minimisation problem. The purpose is to find the optimal weights to
minimise error. Adaptive algorithms do this in an iterative way.
Feedforward
filter
Feedback
filter
)(ˆ kx)(ky
)(kz
Adaptive
Algorithm
( )e k
Figure 3.2 Simple block diagram for an adaptive SISO DFE
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3.4 MIMO DFE
3.4.1 General MIMO DFE
The SISO DFE is widely studied, hence a more detailed description is not neccessary.
Readers who are interested in the general theory should refer to the textbooks by
Haykin [65, 19] or the literature review shown in Section 1.2. To design a MIMO DFE,
we can simply extend the SISO DFE to its MIMO equivalent. There are two different
design approaches as mentioned by [18, 34, 2].
• IR-DFE: Detect the signal from one user while treating the others as interference
(Interference-Rejection approach)
• MUD-DFE: Detect the signals simultaneously (Multi-User Detection approach)
The current structure that is implemented on the Tait platform is the MUD-DFE.
This approach performs much better than the interference rejection approach because
it uses all the decision device output [2]. For ease of description of the multivariate
DFE and its adaptive algorithm implementation, shown later in Section 3.4.2, we define
the input vectors y(k) and xˆ(k) differently in terms of size and configuration since we
now consider multiple antennas. This slight change in configuration will help readers
understand how to implement these adaptive algorithms on the multivariate DFE and
is a more direct match to the literature [38, 43, 44].
Consider a MIMO system where n is the number of transmit antennas and m is the
number of receive antennas. We define yj(k) as the jth received signal (i.e. the signal
received on the jth antenna), xˆi(k) as the ith signal after the decision device for the ith
DFE (i.e. the signal that estimates the transmitted signal from the ith antenna) and
zi(k) is the ith signal before the decision device for the ith DFE, where j = 1, . . . ,m and
i = 1, . . . , n. Figure 3.3 shows an example of the MUD-DFE, showing the ith DFE and
its input signals to the ith feedforward and feedback filters. Mathematically, Figure 3.3
is described by (3.17), where zi(k) can be written as:
zi(k) =
m∑
α=1
yα(k)w
ff
α,i(k)−
n∑
β=1
xˆβ(k)w
fb
β,i(k) (3.17)
The inputs for all m feedforward and n feedback filters are the same as seen in
(3.17). Referring to Figure 3.3 these inputs can be defined as y1(k), . . . ym(k) and
xˆ1(k), . . . , xˆn(k). Furthermore, each feedforward filter, as shown in Figure 3.3, has m
subfilters and each feedback filter has n subfilters. Figure 3.4 shows an example of
a 2 × 2 multivariate DFE. From (3.17), there are n × m feedforward subfilters and
n × n feedback subfilters denoted by wffα,i and wfbβ,i respectively, where α = 1, . . . ,m
and β = 1, . . . , n.
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In Equation (3.17), there are 4 types of vectors, the feedforward weight vectors wffα,i(k),
the feedback weight vectorswfbβ,i(k), the input vector to the feedforward filter, yα(k) and
the input vector to the feedback filter, xˆβ(k). Assuming the length of the feedforward
filter is Lff and the feedback filter is Lfb, yα(k) has size 1×Lff , xˆβ(k) has size 1×Lfb.
Therefore, wffα,i(k) is Lff ×1 and wfbβ,i(k) is Lfb×1. A precise description of yα(k) and
xˆβ(k) is given in Section 3.4.2.
From (3.17) and Figure 3.3 it can be seen that there are n decision devices corresponding
to the n transmitted signals. This also equates to a total of n feedforward and feedback
filters.
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Figure 3.3 The ith DFE for a multivariate DFE using multiuser detection where i = 1, . . . , n
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Figure 3.4 An example of a 2 by 2 multivariate DFE using multiuser detection
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3.4.2 Adaptive Multivariate DFE
The concept of an adaptive DFE can be extended to the multivariate DFE by following
the same approach for the SISO DFE using normal equations as seen in Section 3.3.2.
The normal equations can be generated by concatenating the input vectors and weight
vectors as shown later. The normal equations allow the implementation of any adaptive
algorithm on the DFE to solve the minimisation problem. In detail, the input vectors
for the normal equations are formed from the concatenation of the received vector y(k)
and the negative of the output vector of the decision device, −xˆ(k), which results in
[y(k) −xˆ(k)] . Following the same approach for the SISO DFE, we can generate
a minimisation problem statement for the adaptive MIMO DFE. To implement the
MIMO DFE, we refer to (3.17) which describes the signal zi(k). Equation (3.17)
can be further expanded for adaptive filter algorithm implementation by revealing the
concatenated input vectors y(k) and xˆ(k):
zi(k) =
m∑
α=1
yα(k)w
ff
α,i(k)−
n∑
β=1
xˆβ(k)w
fb
β,i(k)
= [y1(k) . . .ym(k)| − xˆ1(k) . . .− xˆn(k)]

wff1,i(k)
...
wffm,i(k)
wfb1,i(k)
...
wfbn,i(k)

= [y(k)| − xˆ(k)]
[
wffi (k)
wfbi (k)
]
(3.18)
Note that the vectors yα(k), xˆβ(k), w
ff
α,i(k) and w
fb
β,i(k) have been defined in Section
3.4.1. Concatenated versions of these vectors are defined by (3.18) and have dimensions;
y(k) : 1×mLff , xˆ(k) : 1×nLfb, wffi (k) : mLff×1, wfbi (k) : nLfb×1. From (3.18), we
can define a multivariate DFE version of the problem statement to calculate the filter
weights, wffi (k) and w
fb
i (k), such that the decision error ei(k) is minimised, where
ei(k) = xi(k)− zi(k). The solution is:[
wffi (k)
wfbi (k)
]
= argmin
[∣∣[y(k)| − xˆ(k)][ wffi (k)
wfbi (k)
]
− xi(k)
∣∣2] (3.19)
From (3.18) above, we can define the entries of the input vectors. Firsly, we assume
that [yj(1) yj(2) . . . yj(N)] depicts a block of N samples from the output of the
jth receive antenna and [xˆi(1) xˆi(2) . . . xˆi(N)] depicts a block of N samples from
the ith decision-device, where j = 1, 2, . . . ,m and i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Once again, we
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will assume that the length of the feedforward filter is Lff and feedback filter is Lfb.
Therefore, we define two matrices, Yj : N × Lff and Xˆi : N × Lfb as shown in (3.20)
and (3.21).
Yj =

yj(1) 0 . . . 0
yj(2) yj(1) . . . 0
...
...
yj(Lff ) . . . . . . yj(1)
...
. . . . . .
yj(N) . . . . . . yj(N − Lff + 1)

(3.20)
Xˆi =

xˆi(1) 0 . . . 0
xˆi(2) xˆi(1) . . . 0
...
...
xˆi(Lfb) . . . . . . xˆi(1)
...
. . . . . .
xˆi(N) . . . . . . xˆi(N − Lfb + 1)

(3.21)
From these input matrices, we can form the N ×mLff Y matrix as shown below:
Y = [ Y1 | . . . . . . | Ym ] (3.22)
From (3.22), we generate the input vector y(k), which is one row of the matrix Y at
time k. Hence, y(k) is the kth row of Y and is defined by:
y(k) = [ y1(k) | . . . . . . | ym(k) ] (3.23)
The vectors yj(k) are shown below where j = 1, 2, . . . ,m:
yi(k) = [ yi(k) . . . yi(k − Lff + 1) ] (3.24)
A similar approach to the above is used to generate xˆ(k) simply by replacing Y with
Xˆ, constructed from Xˆ1, . . . , Xˆn and the length Lff is replaced by Lfb. With the above
definitions, we can generate [ y(k) −xˆ(k) ] for each time index k. This normal vector
can then be applied to adaptive algorithms, namely the LMS and RLS algorithms
as described later. The size of this concatenated input vector is 1 × (nLff +mLfb).
Figure 3.5 illustrates the ith DFE for an adaptive multivariate DFE. Figure 3.6 shows
an example of a 2× 2 adaptive multivariate DFE. It is similar to Figure 3.4 except tap
weights for the feedforward and feedback filters are modified based on the error signals.
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Figure 3.5 The ith DFE for an adaptive multivariate DFE
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Figure 3.6 An example of a 2 by 2 adaptive multivariate DFE
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3.4.3 LMS Algorithm Implementation
The LMS algorithm for the multivariate DFE is straightforward to implement. A
detailed derivation of the LMS algorithm on the multivariate DFE can be seen in
[38], which is similar to the LMS algorithm theory shown in Section 3.2.2 requiring the
minimisation of the cost function seen in (3.19). Using the basis of the normal equations
as shown previously, we can generate an LMS update algorithm during training mode
as shown below:
wi(k + 1) = wi(k) + µei(k)
[
y(k) −xˆ(k)
]H
(3.25)
The error signal for the ith DFE is calculated by:
ei(k) = xi(k)−
[
y(k) −xˆ(k)
]
wi(k) (3.26)
where i = 1, . . . , n, and the weight vector wi(k) = [w
ff
i (k)
T |wfbi (k)
T
]T corresponds to
the concatenated weights in the feedforward and feedback filters. As before, xi(k) is
the signal sent from the ith antenna. To produce the same update equation in decision-
directed mode, simply replace xi(k) with xˆi(k). The step-size parameter µ must be
carefully selected to ensure stability in terms of error convergence. The typical approach
for selecting this variable is by trial and error. In addition, the initial value of wi(0) is
usually chosen as the zero vector, 0(mLff+nLfb).
3.4.4 RLS Algorithm Implementation
The RLS algorithm implementation on the multivariate DFE has a similar approach
to the LMS algorithm. Both require a cost function that is to be mininised, as seen
in (3.19), by minimising the squared error for each data stream. The work in [44]
describes how the RLS algorithm is implemented and [38] describes the derivation in
more detail. To implement the RLS algorithm, the input vectors must be defined care-
fully because they play an important role in the algorithm. As mentioned previously,
the input vectors are determined by the concatenation of the two inputs to the feed-
forward and feedback filters, y(k) and xˆ(k) respectively. With the given input vector
configuration description, we can now formulate a RLS algorithm implementation on
the multivariate DFE. As mentioned previously, the normal equations play a critical
part in this implementation using [ y(k) −xˆ(k) ]. The weight update equation in
training mode is given below as:
wi(k + 1) = wi(k) +Kp(k)
(
xi(k)−
[
y(k) −xˆ(k)
]
wi(k)
)
(3.27)
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where xi(k) is the signal sent from the ith antenna. This is also known as the training
sequence.
Kp(k) = P(k)
[
y(k) −xˆ(k)
]H
R−1e (k)λ
−1 (3.28)
Re(k) =
([
y(k) −xˆ(k)
]
P(k)
[
y(k) −xˆ(k)
]H
+ 1
)
λ−1 (3.29)
P(k + 1) =
(
P(k)−Kp(k)
[
y(k) −xˆ(k)
]
P(k)
)
λ−1 (3.30)
To begin the recursive algorithm, we initialise the variables as follows,P(0) = I(mLff+nLfb)
and wi(0) = 0(mLff+nLfb). The forgetting factor λ is typically 1 or close to 1. The
weight vector wj(k) and gain vector Kp(k) are column vectors of length mLff +nLfb.
To produce the same update equation in decision-directed mode, simply replace xi(k)
with xˆi(k).
3.5 ISSUES
3.5.1 Introduction
The LMS algorithm is already succesfully implemented on the Tait platform without
causing any major issues, for example instability. As long as the step-size parameter
µ is selected carefully, the error curves produced by the LMS algorithm converge.
However, this is not the case for the RLS algorithm implementation. Based on an initial
study, this Section will describe various issues concerning the RLS algorithm relating
to its instability. In addition, issues like tap lengths, decision-delays and tracking
are also mentioned. Note that the effects of decision-delay and tap lengths affect the
performance of both algorithms.
3.5.2 Initial RLS Algorithm Study
The initial study of the RLS algorithm implementation on the multivariate DFE used
the structure outlined in [2]. It was found that the form of the RLS algorithm shown
in [2] was inherently unstable. This version of the RLS algorithm originated from the
literature shown in [43, 44]. This form of the RLS algorithm is shown below:
wi(k + 1) = λ−1/2
(
wi(k) +Kp(k)
(
xi(k)−
[
y(k) −xˆ(k)
]
wi(k)
))
(3.31)
Kp(k) = P(k)
[
y(k) −xˆ(k)
]H
R−1e (k) (3.32)
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Re(k) =
([
y(k) −xˆ(k)
]
P(k)
[
y(k) −xˆ(k)
]H
+ 1
)
(3.33)
P(k + 1) =
(
P(k)−Kp(k)
[
y(k) −xˆ(k)
]
P(k)
)
(3.34)
Instability was immediately observed when modifying the forgetting factor λ using the
equations of the form shown above. Based on the simulations, reducing the forgetting
factor below 1 immediately causes divergence in the error curve. This meant that the
RLS algorithm that was initially proposed only worked with λ = 1. This is some-
what desirable since implementation of this RLS algorithm requires no multipliers for
the forgetting factor, since λ = 1 is equivalent to not having any multipliers at all.
However, with λ = 1 the performance when tracking a changing channel is expected
to deteriorate. As we know, the purpose of adaptive algorithms like the RLS is to
converge towards optimal weights by slowly learning them via adaptation. Once the
learning of weights reaches near completion, the algorithm reaches steady-state mode
and continues to track the channel. Unfortunately, for this particular form of the RLS
algorithm, the weights will never reach a steady state mode if λ < 1 because it will
always diverge. The problem was located in the weight update equation having λ as
an overall scalar multiplier shown as λ−1/2 in (3.31). The mathematical explanation
regarding this divergence is shown in (3.36) below.
wi(k + 1) = λ−1/2[wi(k) +Kp(k)(xi(k)− [ y(k) x˜(k) ]wi(k))]
= λ−1/2[wi(k) +Kp(k)ei(k)] (3.35)
In steady state as the error signal ei(k) approaches zero we have:
wi(k + 1) = lim
ei(k)→0
λ−1/2[wi(k) +Kp(k)e(k)]
= λ−1/2wi(k) (3.36)
By observing (3.36), we can see that λ does not adjust the correlation matrix directly
but is a scalar multiplier which inflates wi(k) for any λ < 1. Therefore, the weights
are never converging but only diverging. The only solution to avoid divergence is to
set λ = 1, which is a limitation in terms of performance investigation. It is possible
that this problem is a typographical error in the paper, since some alterations to the
equations do give an RLS structure which works.
The inevitable instability and limitations of this form of RLS algorithm led to its
modification. The equation saw some changes in the placement of the forgetting factor
similar to that shown in [38, 39, 19]. The modification removes λ from the weight
update equation and places it as shown in Section 3.4.4.
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3.5.3 Filter Tap Length
The DFE consists of two filters, the feedforward and feedback. From base simulations
shown in Chapter 5, increasing the order of these filters decreases its performance. This
is a fundamental issue in implementation especially for the RLS algorithm, since filter
orders partly determine complexity, for example the size of the P(k) matrix depends on
the length of the feedforward filter Lff and feedback filter Lfb. Most work relating to
the RLS algorithm on a MIMO DFE are simulation based, therefore filter tap lengths
are never an issue. However implementation on hardware requires tap lengths to be
limited to a reasonable number such that the complexity and resource consumption is
not excessive while producing the desired results. Hence, a small number of taps is
preferred.
Based on the literature in [50, 28, 49], the results show that there are optimal tap
lengths for the DFE filters to maximise performance. For numerical examples, [62]
limited its tap lengths to 7 feedforward and 1 feedback taps. In [49], it was shown
that a DFE with 4 feedforward and 4 feedback taps outperformed the one with 12
feedforward and 20 feedback taps. Note these tap lengths examples coincide with a
RLS algorithm implementation on a SISO DFE.
Other work involving decision delays without the RLS algorithm implementation, for
example in [28] show that the number of taps is related to the decision delay ∆ and
channel memory v. Other literature like [60] developed fast algorithms for calculating
delays to optimise finite-length DFEs. However, trial-and-error methods are usually
sufficient to gauge reasonable values of the number of tap weights and the length of the
decision delay. In addition, the LMS algorithm implementation on the Tait platform
uses 4 feedforward and feedback taps. Hence 4 is the most convenient number of taps
to use for the RLS algorithm implementation. Also, the full system simulation shown
in Chapter 6 illustrates that tap lengths greater than 2 are required. Therefore, 4 is
adopted as the standard in this thesis.
3.5.4 Effect of Decision Delay
In Section 3.4.3, the normal equations based on [2, 43, 44] used no decision delay, i.e.
the weights operate on the vector containing y(k) and −xˆ(k). In most of the literature
[19, 65, 18, 39] decision delays are used and so the weights are applied to the vector
containing y(k) and −xˆ(k −∆), where ∆ is the decision delay. From the base simula-
tions shown in Chapter 5, we observe that without delayed decisions into the feedback
filters in the multivariate DFE, P(k) exhibits divergence. By implementing delayed
decisions the P(k) matrix converged. The general conclusion is that the delays affected
the property of P(k). Analysis in SISO simulations showed that the delays removed
some large covariance terms between the feedforward and feedback input vectors. The
only scenario when P(k) showed convergence without using delayed decisions is when
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the tap length is set to 1. The effect of adding decision delays for tap lengths greater
than 1 is related to the property of the P(k) matrix. The delays can help maintain its
strong diagonal structure. This is explained in detail in Section 3.6.3.
In most literature, as shown in [19, 65, 18, 39], delayed decisions were used in their DFEs
whether it be SISO or MIMO. The major advantage of implementing delayed decisions
using the RLS algorithm is a lower MSE as discussed in [62]. Therefore, decision delays
can help improve the MSE and maintain convergence in the P(k) matrix. Optimum
values for the decision delays can be calculated based on channel memory and filter
tap lengths [81]. However, channel memory is usually unknown for real-time systems
and therefore requires simulations or measurements.
In summary, the focus was not on how delayed decisions improves performance but on
how they affect P(k). Evidently, this phenomenon was not encountered in the LMS
algorithm because the algorithm only consists of a weight update equation and no
intermediate values like Kp(k) and Re.
3.6 INSTABILITY
3.6.1 Introduction
Instability of the adaptive algorithms can be determined by observing the error curves.
The error curves in this thesis are defined as plots of the absolute magnitude of the
error signal, |ei(k)| against time, where e(k) is defined in (3.26). This Section describes
the main causes of instability with the adaptive algorithms with more focus on the
RLS algorithm. From the previous Section, the RLS algorithm exhibited instability
with the form of equation shown in [2]. The RLS algorithm can also become unstable
if the P(k) matrix is diverging due to fixed point effects in hardware. The saturation
effect of fixed-point arithmetic causes some values in P(k) to be truncated to a certain
maximum value which changes the property of the matrix.
3.6.2 LMS Algorithm
The LMS algorithm hardly experiences any instability because it only consists of a
simple weight update equation. Without including the weight and input vectors, the
LMS algorithm is dependent only on the step-size parameter, µ. The selection of µ is
essential for determining reasonable error convergence rate while maintaining stability.
3.6.3 Inverse Correlation Matrix
The inverse correlation matrix, P(k), is an integral part of the RLS algorithm. During
the analysis of the RLS algorithm, P(k) exhibited undesirable behaviour, even for
a simple simulation of a static channel. During adaptation in training mode, the
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RLS algorithm exhibited an almost exponential divergence in the size of the largest
entry in the P(k) matrix. Observation showed that each variable converged except
the P(k) matrix which kept increasing as the forgetting factor was reduced. The only
scenario where the RLS algorithm did not show divergence is when λ is 1. This is
an instability problem in two ways. Firstly, P(k) is not converging and secondly, in
hardware implementation the saturation effect in fixed-point arithmetic will saturate
the value of P(k) which in turn can modify the properties of the matrix.
P(k + 1) =
(
P(k)−Kp(k)
[
y(k) −xˆ(k)
]
P(k)
)
λ−1 (3.37)
The problem was tracked down to the Riccati equation (3.37) and the eigenvalues of
the correlation matrix. For each iteration, the value of ∆P(k) = P(k+1)−P(k) keeps
increasing. It is interesting that such problems, discussed in Section 3.2.3, are well
known in fixed point [19] but not usually discussed for floating point calculations. For
the base simulations, the problem was identified as being a result of small eigenvalues
in Φ(k) and a loss of the strong diagonal structure. This is described further in Section
5.2.8. For the Tait simulations, the causes of any divergence are more difficult to
identify, due to complications such as the extra modules in the Tait simulations and
the use of captured data from the unknown channel. Whatever the explanation is, the
RLS algorithm is limited to having λ = 1 to achieve a converging P(k) matrix. This
means the RLS algorithm has infinite memory, which may not be suitable if the channel
is changing quickly. One possible technique to mitigate this divergence is by resetting
the P(k) matrix to its initial value, the identity matrix I. As mentioned before, P(k)
exhibited a strong diagonal structure during the simulations as well as using a diagonal
matrix as an initial value. Thus, resetting the matrix to its initial value preserves the
symmetry and highly diagonal property. This is a method used in adaptive control
systems to prevent the divergence of the P(k) matrix [63, 64].
It is also observed that the multivariate DFE structure contributes to the P(k) diver-
gence. In the base simulations shown in Chapter 5, the P(k) matrix converged when
a suitable decision-delay is implemented. The problem was initially thought to be the
absence of the decision-delay which was causing the P(k) matrix to be diverging for λ
less than 1. However, Tait simulations shown in Chapter 6 with a decision delay did
not mitigate this and therefore the solutions were reduced to either setting λ to 1 or
resetting the P(k) matrix.
3.6.4 Summary
In general, there were many issues with the RLS algorithm implementation on the
multivariate DFE. Most literature like [43, 44, 39, 38] show end results, typically error
and BER curves. However, the focus of this thesis is not only the performance investi-
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gation of these algorithm but its implementation on the Tait platform. To ensure that
implementation is possible, studying intermediate values like P(k) is essential. The
later Chapters will illustrate some of these issues.
In summary, the observations and descriptions in this Section showed that P(k) can
diverge as a result of certain matrix properties. From SISO analysis in the base simula-
tions, there were correlations between the input to the feedforward and feedback filters.
This correlation caused the divergence and was mitigated by adding decision-delays in
the DFE. However, this method did not work for the Tait simulations and therefore,
resetting the P(k) matrix is the only viable method for preventing the matrix from
diverging without causing instability.
3.7 FIXED POINT ARITHMETIC
Fixed-point simulation is another major part of the performance investigation of these
adaptive algorithms. The conversion of the floating-point simulation to fixed-point
requires understanding of the FPGA that is used on the Tait platform, namely the
Stratix EP1S125. The limitation on the FPGA is the precision, which is set at 16−bit
for the LMS algorithm implementation.
During the implementation of these algorithms in fixed-point, numbers were scaled to
keep them within a reasonable range to avoid undesirable operations like overflow and
saturation. In [19], fixed point (or finite-precision) effects on the adaptive filter algo-
rithms are discussed. The LMS algorithm is shown to be numerically robust compared
to the RLS algorithm. However, various techniques were suggested to mitigate the ef-
fect of fixed-point arithmetic using variants of the RLS algorithm, for example QR-RLS
and a symmetry-preserving RLS algorithm. However, it states that the square-root fil-
ters like QR-RLS are expensive to implement and very awkward to calculate. If there
are issues with instability relating to fixed-point implementation, the easiest technique
to apply is the symmetry-preserving RLS algorithm which preserves the symmetry of
the P(k) matrix which is almost the same method as resetting the P(k) matrix. The
literature explains that the instability is traced back to the Riccati equation because it
is the computed difference between two nonnegative definite matrices as shown in the
equation below:
P(k + 1) =
(
P(k)−Kp(k)
[
y(k) −xˆ(k)
]
P(k)
)
λ−1
During adaptation, P(k) loses the property of positive definiteness or Hermitian sym-
metry causing numerical divergence. Again, the P(k) matrix plays an important role
in maintaining stability of the RLS algorithm in fixed-point. Therefore, the effects
of fixed-point implementation of the RLS algorithm on the multivariate DFE will be
observed. Results are illustrated in Chapter 6.
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3.8 TRACKING
Tracking is the term used for adaptive algorithms when they reach a steady-state
value. This can be easily observed from the error curve when the algorithm reaches
the error floor. The error floor is basically the minimum value of error the algorithm
achieves. In [19], tracking is explained as a steady-state phenomenon which is not the
same as convergence. The rate of convergence and tracking capability are two different
properties of the algorithm.
In summary, [19] mentions that the LMS algorithm exhibits a more robust tracking
behaviour than the RLS algorithm. It even states that for time-varying communication
channels, the LMS algorithm is preferable over the RLS algorithm due to its simplicity
and tracking capability. Therefore, a hybrid between the two algorithms could be
considered, where RLS algorithm is used for convergence (training mode) and LMS
algorithm is used for tracking (decision-directed mode).
3.9 SUMMARY
Overall, this Chapter explained the various issues with the adaptive algorithms and
the multivariate DFE. The focus was on RLS algorithm implementation issues which
included stability and feasibility. The results of the simulations are shown in Chapters
5 and 6 which present two different simulation scenarios. Firstly, the base simulation
where the LMS and RLS algorithm are investigated using basic specifications. The next
simulation is similar in fashion except that Tait specifications are used. The simulation
includes fixed-point simulation using the real-time channel data extracted from the Tait
platform.
Generally, the RLS algorithm is a fast-converging algorithm. It is an alternative to the
LMS algorithm and this thesis delves into its performance and feasibility. The concept
of the multivariate DFE is described and how the adaptive algorithms are implemented
using normal equations. Issues regarding the initial study of the RLS algorithm, the
use of decision-delays and the correlation matrix P(k) in the RLS algorithm are also
described. The implementation of the RLS algorithm is possible if certain mitigation
techniques are applied if instability occurs.
Chapter 4
TAIT RESEARCH PLATFORM
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the thesis is to investigate the performance of various adaptive algo-
rithms for equalisation on the Tait MIMO research platform, often referred to hereafter
as the CF3. CF3 refers to the version of the platform, representing Configuration 3.
The platform has already been distributed and demonstrated in many educational in-
stitutes in New Zealand and around the world. Further information concerning this
research platform can be found in [2]. The novelty of this platform lies in its ability to
investigate the real-time aspects of wireless communications, hardware limitations and
evaluate the effects of a real-time channel.
In addition, the CF3 allows data acquisition for offline signal processing without using
the hardware. Generally, the system consists of a transmitter and a receiver which
is currently set to 4 transmit and 4 receive antennas. The system is designed to be
reconfigurable, therefore the CF3 can be expanded up to a 12 by 12 system and various
algorithms for sychronisation, modulation scheme and adaptive filters can be imple-
mented and tested. The system is heavily optimised for parallel processing pipeline,
by taking advantage of the fast processing clock through pipelining to reuse multipliers
and build on the concurrent nature of the FPGA.
4.2 SPECIFICATIONS
The CF3 system has the following specifications given in Table 4.1. The current setup
of the Tait platform is 4 by 4 but it can be expanded to a 12 by 12 system as mentioned
in [2]. The modulation scheme is pi/4-DQPSK and is described in Section 4.4.1. The
decision-device is an 8PSK quantiser and is explained in Section 4.4.3. The roll-off
factor on the pulse-shaping filter is set at 100% which is suitable since the transmit-
ted data are oversampled by 2. The reason for oversampling is based on the Nyquist
theorem to avoid aliasing and it also reduces the sensitivity of the receiver to synchro-
nisation errors thus improving detector performance [2]. The synchroniser is described
in Section 4.4.2. The current adaptive algorithm being tested on the platform is the
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System parameter System setting
Number of transmit antennas 4
Number of receive antennas 4
Modulation scheme pi/4-DQPSK modulation
Pulse shaping 100% RRC filter
Decision device 8PSK Quantiser
Precision 16-bit complex
Sample rate 2 MHz
Symbol rate 1 MHz
System clock 120 MHz
Adaptive algorithm LMS
Feedforward taps 4
Feedback taps 4
Table 4.1 Current specifications for the CF3
LMS algorithm. It has two different values of the step-size parameter µ. The multi-
variate DFE has two modes of operation, training and decision-directed mode. During
training mode, µ = 0.0625 and during the decision-directed mode, µ = 0.125. These
are the optimal parameters established after testing and are base 2 numbers for the
purpose of hardware implementation. Selecting a smaller µ during training mode al-
lows more stability to allow better filter weights adaptation. This is at the expense
of slower convergence. The received data are complex numbers set to 16-bit precision
which is reasonably accurate and it also allows a generous amount of multiplers to be
used per clock cycle on the FPGA. The multipliers on the FPGA utilise DSP blocks on
the FPGA described later in Section 4.3. These DSP blocks are features of the Stratix
FPGA.
4.3 TRANSMITTER
The purpose of the transmitter is to produce packets suitable for transmission. As we
know from the specifications, there are 4 streams of data, each stream corresponding to
one antenna. Each packet consists of training sequences, synchronisation bits and pay-
load data. Each of these streams of data have their own unique training sequences and
synchronisation bits. The streams of data are then pulse-shaped and modulated (pi/4-
DQPSK) before transmitting them out of the antennas. In addition, the transmitter
allows several transmit power settings, ranging from −3 to 15dBm. The transmitter
also allows any of the 4 transmit antennas to be turned off for debugging purposes.
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4.4 RECEIVER
Unlike the transmitter, the receiver is described in more detail because of the adaptive
multivariate equaliser. There are three major parts to the receiver which are sum-
marised in the following points.
1. Front-end RF Filtering
2. Packet Detection
3. Adaptive Multivariate Equalisation
The front-end RF filtering section includes an AGC module for amplitude adjustment
and root-raised cosine matched filters. The packet detection is a synchroniser which
is a unique part of the system, specifically designed by Tait Electronics. The data
then goes through the decision feedback equaliser. The whole process is monitored
through a controller. A block diagram below summarises the whole receiver design as
shown in Figure 4.1. This particular block diagram is part of the FPGA section in the
CF3. There are other modules that control the receiver but they are not relevant here.
The first modules are the matched filters commonly found in software defined radios.
CORR DLL
LMS
Control LMS
MF
MF
MF
MF
MatchedFilters Frame Synchroniser
Controller
Multivariate DFE
Adaptive
Algorithm
Figure 4.1 Block diagram of the receiver
The purpose of the matched filters is to maximise SNR at the sampling point of the bit
stream. The next module is the frame sychronisation circuitry which is for detecting the
packets that arrive at the antennas so that each sample can be indexed. The information
regarding the location of the start of the packet is fed into the controller module
which administers the process for adaptive equalisation. The final modules are used for
adaptive equalisation, which consists of the adaptive algorithm and multivariate DFE
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module. The adaptive equalisation consists of two process, adaptation and filtering.
The adaptation process updates the filter weights on the DFE every symbol. The
filtering process consists of multiplying the inputs with the filter weights.
4.4.1 Modulation
The modulation used in the CF3 system is pi/4-DQPSK. The constellation for pi/4-
DQPSK is illustrated in Figure 4.2. It is an 8-point constellation that is essentially
made up of 2, 4-point (or QPSK) constellations that are offset by pi/4. Symbol phase is
alternately selected from one of the two QPSK constellations and as a result, successive
symbols have a relative phase difference that is one of the four angles, ±pi/4 and ±3pi/4.
Switching between the two constellation sets every succesive symbol ensures that there
is at least a phase shift which is an integer multiple of pi/4 radians between successive
symbols. This ensures that there is a phase transition for every symbol which reduces
the complexity of symbol timing recovery and synchronisation. In general, pi/4-DQPSK
real
imaginary
Figure 4.2 pi/4-DQPSK constellation points showing the phase transitions
is a reasonable and practical modulation scheme due to its immunity to frequency drift
and its non-coherent detection method. In addition, the modulation scheme provides a
novel approach to the frame synchronisation circuitry, which provides benefits during
packet detection as shown next in Section 4.4.2
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4.4.2 Synchronisation
The synchroniser is an integral part of the receiver for packet detection. In the packet,
a specified number of bits called synchronisation bits are set for packet detection. The
synchronisation method uses an angle detector and MRC-like summation prior to cor-
relation and symbol phase locking. In general, it measures the energy of the packet
which corresponds to a certain index in the transmitted sequences. The controller
uses this index to calculate the locations of the start of the packet. The index of the
synchronisation bits indicate where the synchronisations bits are located to inform the
controller where the start of the packet is. Therefore, for the data entering the DFE,
the controllers can determine where the start of the packet is, via the indexing. As men-
tioned previously, the modulation scheme used for the Tait platform is pi/4−DQPSK.
The modulator is implemented using the equations below.
s(k) ∈ {e(pi/4), ej(3pi/4), e(−pi/4), ej(−3pi/4)} (4.1)
u(k) = u(k − 1)s(k) (4.2)
To produce a pi/4−DPQSK constellation, we form a normal QPSK signal as shown in
(4.1). Then apply the differential encoding as shown in (4.2). The differential decoder
can be derived from (4.2) to be a complex division and by assuming that the receive
signal has unity gain. Therefore, the differential decoder can be implemented as a delay
line feeding a complex conjugate and multiply circuit.
s(k) =
u(k)
u(k − 1) =
u(k)u∗(k − 1)
|u(k − 1)2| (4.3)
This decoding approach would not work with a MIMO signal as the multiplication is
not linear and the resulting signal is no longer a linear superposition of multiple QPSK
signals. However, this particular decoder is useful for detecting the packet, i.e frame
synchronisation. This is during the time when the receiver cannot perform any equal-
isation or phase correction on the signal due to the lack of training. For the training
and payload data, the magnitude of the output from the decoder is small. However,
the output magnitude for the synchronisation bits is larger, therefore providing a novel
packet detector.
4.4.3 Decision Device
One of the most interesting parts of the multivariate DFE in the Tait platform is the
decision device. There are two decision devices, one used for the actual output for
displaying the QPSK constellation and the other for the input to the feedback filter.
The QPSK output utilises a differential decoder and a QPSK slicer. The inputs to the
feedback filter utilise an 8PSK quantiser representing the 8 points on the pi/4−DQPSK
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constellation.
Unlike the feedforward filter which receives complex numbers of varying magnitude
and phase, the feedback filter receives only 8 pre-defined states. This in turn allows
lower resolution in the multiplier and less hardware resource consumption. In general,
the 8PSK quantiser takes a soft complex input and maps it into a 3-bit output which
represents the closest point on the 8PSK constellation. A look-up table is used to store
the 8PSK values, which is equivalent to storing them on RAM blocks on the FPGA.
These RAM blocks are described later in Section 4.5.5.
From previous research in [2], the 8PSK quantiser is a superior decision device for the
feedback filter inputs for low signal conditions. These low signal conditions are caused
by non-linearities and the feedback loops. Using a pi/4−DQPSK modulated signal as
the input may not prove to be stable and can cause error propagation.
4.4.4 Reconfigurability
One advantage of the CF3 is its reconfigurability. The current 4 by 4 system can
be expanded up to a 12 by 12 system by adding two more 4-channel digital signal
processing platforms on the transmitter and receiver. The packet structure illustrated
in Figure 4.3 can also be modified in terms of length and content. The packet has
pre-defined training sequences which can be orthogonal as proposed in [44, 43] for sup-
pressing interference and allowing better convergence in a frequency selective channel.
Training Training Payload
Synchronisation
Figure 4.3 Example of the packet structure used in CF3
4.4.5 Automatic Gain Control
Automatic Gain Control (AGC) is required in communication systems to help maintain
the received signal strength at a reasonable range. The signals fluctuate at the antenna
because of movement, positioning and location of the platforms. The AGC module is
a front-end block at the receiver on the Tait MIMO platform. In the CF3, there are 4
LEDs representing each received data stream which indicate if amplitude adjustment
has been applied to it. The LEDs help indicate the suitability of the position of the
receiver. Without the AGC module, the inputs to the DFEs are unusable due to the
extreme variations in their values.
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4.5 FPGA DEVICES
4.5.1 Introduction
The FPGA belongs to the family of programmable logic devices. The main reason
for using FPGAs lies in their parallel processing capability, enabling them to perform
more operations than DSPs. FPGAs allow designers to implement various designs in
hardware for testing and prototyping, in this case different hardware blocks or modules
on the CF3 system. In general, the FPGA is made up of configurable logic blocks (CLB)
LB LB
LB LB
I/O Blocks
Routing
matrix
Figure 4.4 A typical FPGA architecture
arranged in an array with interspersed switches that can rearrange the interconnections
between logic blocks. A typical FPGA architecture is shown in Figure 4.4. Surrounding
the FPGA are input/output (I/O) pads. Each CLB consists of a 4-input look-up table
(LUT) and a flip flop. Each CLB can be individually programmed to perform a logic
function. The switches are then programmed to connect these blocks together to form
a complete logic function.
4.5.2 Altera Stratix
The FPGAs currently used to implement the adaptive multivariate equaliser on the
CF3 belongs to Altera’s range of high density FPGAs, Stratix. Stratix FPGAs have
special features like DSP and RAM blocks which are easy to implement on the FPGA
and do not consume any logic elements (LE). Further details regarding these special
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features are described later in this Section. The particular model being used is the
Stratix EP1S25, which is a medium-level FPGA used for most of the signal processing
work on the Tait platform.
With communication applications like adaptive equalisation, signal processing oper-
ations are prevalent. The storage of filter weights and data buffering can be easily
implemented using RAM blocks. Complex applications like multiplication and accu-
mulate can be implemented using DSP blocks which save resources. Mathematically
intensive operations like adaptive equalisation are therefore simple to implement on the
FPGA using these special features on the Stratix. In addition, the software used for
resource and timing analysis on the FPGA is Quartus II.
The Stratix EP1S25 has the following specifications as shown in Table 4.2. Other
important details such as I/O pins, package and supply voltage are available in [82]. The
main concern is the amount of resources available for RLS algorithm implementation.
There are various optimisation methods currently used in the FPGA, for example
reusing multipliers and blocks to reduce the usage of logic elements. Basically the
motto of less is more is used. The memory available in the Stratix EP1S25 is sufficient
to store all the filter weights and matrix elements. The DSP blocks might not be
sufficient to implement the RLS algorithm which is discussed later in Chapter 7. If the
RLS algorithm is unable to fit into the EP1S25, the implementation and testing is still
possible through simulations.
Logic Elements 25560
RAM bits 1944576
DSP blocks 10
Table 4.2 Summary of the EP1S25
4.5.3 Software Language
In the FPGA, the multivariate DFE is implemented using code written in VHDL, and
it is tested using software readily available from Stratix called Quartus II. VHDL is a
hardware level language like assembly language. It is a verbose and complex language,
and requires a good understanding of digital components. One of the major features of
VHDL is its ability to allow electrical aspects of circuit behaviour to be described, for
example rise and fall times of signals and delays through gates. Another major feature
of VHDL is its ability to be used as building blocks for larger and more complicated
systems, therefore a hierarchal system can be designed. This hierarchal system is
applied in the design and implementation of the adaptive multivariate DFE on the
Tait platform. The VHDL designs are simulated using the ModelSim software.
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4.5.4 DSP blocks
DSP blocks are dedicated blocks in the Stratix FPGAs. DSP blocks allow faster per-
formance and reduce development time since distributed arithmetic is not required to
produce the multipliers, therefore no resources are consumed. Evidently, these blocks
are designed for signal processing purposes, for example FIR (Finite Impulse Response)
and FFT (Fast Fourier Transforms). Each DSP blocks represent a certain number of
real multipliers at various precision as shown below in Table 4.3.
Number Precision
80 9-bit multipliers
40 18-bit multipliers
10 36-bit multipliers
Table 4.3 The maximum number of real multipliers based on precision
4.5.5 RAM blocks
RAM blocks are also dedicated blocks in the Stratix FPGAs. They are used mainly for
storing data, in this case filter weights, global variables, matrix entries etc. The size of
the memory on the FPGA is sufficient for the adaptive multivariate DFE. RAM blocks
can also be used for buffering and storing data for offline processing. Typically, another
FPGA would be required for the sole purpose of storing data. The RAM blocks are
divided into three categories as shown in Table 4.4, each representing the capacity of
the block.
Number Type Size
3798 M512 512 bits
422 M4K 4086 bits
3 M-RAM 512 kbits
Table 4.4 RAM blocks on the Stratix EP1S25
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4.6.1 Simulation Scenarios
Table 4.5 gives a summary of the simulation stages for adaptive algorithm testing and
implementation in this thesis. Details regarding the pi/4-DQPSK modulation are given
in Section 4.4.1 and synchronisation is discussed in Section 4.4.2. The channel models
are described in Section 4.6.2.
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Name Location Channel Model Modulation Miscellaneous
Base Chapter 5 Jakes Model BPSK None
Tait Chapter 6 Quasi-stationary pi/4-DQPSK Synchronisation
(floating point)
Tait Chapter 6 Quasi-stationary pi/4-DQPSK Synchronisation
(fixed point)
Tait Chapter 6 Real-time pi/4-DQPSK Synchronisation
(fixed point) (Captured data)
Table 4.5 A summary of the different simulation scenarios
4.6.2 Channel Models
Overview
This Section will briefly go through the channel models used in the simulations. As seen
previously in Table 4.5, the simulation scenarios assume 3 different channel models.
Jakes Model
The Jakes model [83] is a widely accepted model in simulating the urban wireless
channel. The Jakes method is often used due to its simplicity of implementation and
its statistical reliability [1]. The Jakes model employs a sum of sinusoids method which
is dependent on the Doppler frequency. This frequency determines the speed of the
simulated device.
Consider the channel coefficient g(t) of a SISO link at a particular time t. To devise the
Jakes model for simulation of wireless communication channels, g(t) is separated into
two components, the real (or in-phase) and imaginary (or quadrature) components.
Each component is a zero-mean independent Gaussian process. Equations (4.5) and
(4.6) show the sum of sinusoids approach used by the Jakes method.
g(t) = gI(t) + jgQ(t) (4.4)
gI(t) =
1√
N0
(
N0−1∑
n=0
cos(ωMcosαnkt+ φn)
)
(4.5)
gQ(t) =
1√
N0
(
N0−1∑
n=0
sin(ωM sinαnkt+ φn)
)
(4.6)
where k = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,M − 1 and n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N − 1. M represents the number
of independent fading waveforms that are required, each of which is generated by N
incident waves with random phases φn and equally spaced arrival angles around the
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moving receiver. Other important equations follow:
N0 =
N
4
(4.7)
αnk =
2pin
N
+
2pik
MN
+
pi
2MN
(4.8)
ωM = 2pi(fv/c) (4.9)
where f is the carrier frequency, v is the vehicle speed and c is the speed of light. N0 is
the waveform index. A more in-depth description regarding the Jakes model is shown
in [84, 85, 70, 86]. This literature contains variations or different approaches to the
original model seen in [1, 83]. However, the models still hold onto the basic principle of
generating multiple Rayleigh fading waveforms by superimposing multiple sinusodial
waveforms.
Quasi-Stationary Model
Another model used in the simulation is the quasi-stationary model. This model
changes in terms of gain and phase for each block of samples to simulate a time-
varying channel. This model is termed quasi-stationary because it is a static channel
that changes for every block of samples. The variations in phase and magnitude are not
the same as for the Jakes model but are easier to understand and implement. The initial
testing of the Tait platforms were done in stationary environments, because the plat-
forms (both transmit and receive) are placed in a fixed position inside the Tait research
and development building. Therefore, changes in amplitudes are not implemented in
the model. However, random phases were included to create slight variations.
Real-Time
Measurements of a wide variety of channels are difficult to obtain. It can be costly
and time-consuming to do measurements of the channel. Therefore, suitable channel
models were used to simulate the performance of the adaptive multivariate DFE. These
models were described previously in Section 4.6.2 and 4.6.2. Nevertheless, some real
measured data is used for the received signals in Chapter 6 and this obviously includes
the effects of the real channel.
4.6.3 System Simulation and Debugging Outputs
For the CF3, there are several outputs for debugging and analysis. Shown in Figure
4.5 is the simulation and verification procedure. The process chart shows how the ver-
ification of the system is done. Simulating the algorithms in Octave/Matlab allows a
multitude of parameter and variable modifications to test the multivariate DFE. In the
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process, offline processing can be done by extracting data from the FPGA and storing
the data as files on the server. These files contain various parameters of the DFE includ-
ing input vectors, error vectors, outputs from the DFE etc. Input vectors to the DFE
are received data that has passed through the front end RF block. Error vectors are
differences between the input and output of the decision device, except during training
mode when it is the difference between the input to the decision device and training
data. Evidently, these text files come in 4 streams representing the 4 transmitted pack-
ets and by running shell scripts, the data from the FPGA can be converted to files that
are recognisable in Matlab to allow it to be processsed and analysed. The next three
Figures show the major outputs produced from the FPGA for analysis on Matlab. The
Figures are divided into four parts, each part corresponding to the results produced
from each DFE arranged as 1 2
3 4
. Figure 4.6 shows the decoded soft output for the
4 streams resembling a QPSK constellation. Figure 4.7 shows the soft equalised out-
put for the 4 streams resembling the 8 points from a pi/4-DQPSK modulation. These
outputs are inputs to the decision device. Figure 4.8 shows the error curves for the 4
streams. The Figure shows that the error curves are converging, all at different rates,
and demonstrates the behaviour at steady-state. These outputs are produced using
data from the real-time channel. The location of these platforms were in the Tait De-
velopment building, therefore the channel environment is relatively static. By closely
observing the error curve starting at 256th symbol, there is a temporary reduction in its
magnitude due to the transmission of synchronisation bits. The synchronisation bits
are transmitted in-phase on all transmit antennas, therefore producing a much stronger
and cleaner signal.
Octave
FPGA FPGA
Captured data
TX RX
Output
Real-time
Simulation
MIMO
channel
Figure 4.5 System simulation and verication process chart
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Decoded Soft Outputs 
Figure 4.6 Examples of decoded soft output from each antenna
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Equalised Soft Outputs 
Figure 4.7 Examples of the equalised soft output from the DFE
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Error Curves 
Figure 4.8 Examples of the error curve from each antenna
4.7 HARDWARE ASPECTS
4.7.1 Introduction
Certain hardware aspects have to be taken into account regarding the implementation
of these algorithms. The bit-precision of variables like filter weights and input data are
currently set to 16 bits. Increasing the precision requires more resource consumption
from the FPGA. As we know, the FPGA has DSP and RAM blocks that are limited to
a certain number. For example, the Stratix EP1S25 has 10 DSP blocks, which represent
about 40 16-bit multipliers as seen in Table 4.3. These are the maximum number of
multipliers per clock cycle. Note that these multipliers are not only used for DFE
purposes but for other applications on the platform, for example, the synchroniser.
4.7.2 Precision
The precision for the multivariate DFE is 16-bit, allowing the use of the 18-bit multi-
pliers in the Stratix FPGA. The feedforward filters are implemented using 16-bit two’s
complement arithmetic therefore producing a 32-bit multiplier output. As mentioned
before in Section 4.4.3, the feedback filter encodes the decisions into 3-bit numbers.
It generates a 36-bit output for subtraction before the decision device but internally,
performs the arithmetic at only 21-bit resolution.
Scaling of these fixed point numbers are required before each multiplication. Therefore,
a 32-bit number has to be scaled back to its equivalent 16-bit representation to allow
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that number to be multiplied. The scaling is done by taking only the most significant
bits and discarding the least significant bits. This is the drawback of implementing any
integer in hardware. It is important to make sure the range of these integers do not
drift to avoid overflow, which can cause the number to saturate. A number that goes
through saturation will most likely produce undesirable results.
4.7.3 Complex Multipliers
Complex multipliers are different from normal multipliers because complex numbers
are made up of two parts, real and imaginary. The total number of real multipliers per
complex multiplication is 4 which is also shown below in Equation 4.10
(A+ jB)× (C + jD) = AC −BD + j(AD +BC) (4.10)
One complex multiplication requires 4 real multipliers. For the current implementation
of 16-bit precision, there is a maximum of 40 18-bit multipliers per clock cycle. For a
system clock of 120 MHz, this is approximately 4800 real multipliers per system clock
cycle. The amount of multipliers is sufficient for the LMS algorithm implementation
on the adaptive multivariate DFE.
Now consider the current specifications shown in Section 4.2. By taking into account
the filter taps and the number of transmit and receive antennas, the multivariate DFE
requires a total number of 128 complex multipliers which is equivalent to 512 real mul-
tipliers. For the LMS algorithm, each element in the input vector is independent when
calculating the change during adaptation, i.e. error vector. Therefore, the processing
can be split to allow a filtering function and a weight update function. The next Section
illustrates this concept.
4.7.4 Multivariate DFE
The theory shown in Chapter 3 revealed that the multivariate DFE can be designed
using multiple DFE blocks since their inputs are all identical. For the Tait platform, the
LMS algorithm has been assimilated in the DFE block to form the LMS-DFE module.
Figure 4.9 shows one of the LMS-DFE modules implemented on the Tait platform. The
modules are used to construct the 4×4 DFE receiver through a structural VHDL design
simply by generating the exact same modules 4 times [2]. Each module calculates the
weights that corresponds to each transmit antenna, therefore each module has different
training sequences in its RAM blocks. Figure 4.10 illustrates this circuit which contains
one complex multiplier and two adders to be shared by all the filter taps as well as
the LMS update algorithms. These functions are selected via one of the select lines
shown. Based on the specifications shown in Section 4.2, there are two samples per
symbol. This means that within each symbol period, there are two sample periods.
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Figure 4.9 Internal structure of the LMS-DFE module for one DFE [2]
Figure 4.10 Internal structure of the DFE filters [2]
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One sample period is dedicated to the filtering function and the other for the weight
update function. For every odd sample clock, the system performs the multiply and
accumulates for the filtering and for the even sample clock, the same circuit is used
to multiply the data with µ and accumulates directly into the RAM block where the
weights are stored.
4.8 SUMMARY
Extensive work was performed in the first stages of the thesis performing an initial
study of the platform. Familiarisation of the real time platform required a general
literature review of the documentation for the Tait platform covering its simulation and
hardware systems, which included studying the various hardware modules. Instructions
for operating the platform and obtaining measurements were also reviewed. Most of
the technical information regarding the platform is not disclosed in detail to protect
the intellectual property of Tait Electronics, therefore an overview was given in this
Chapter.
Generally, the Tait research platform is a novel hardware system that allows various
modifications in its design because of its reconfigurability. The system can be expanded
up to a 12×12 system. The platform also allows investigation of real-time issues relating
to the FPGA that are usually not considered during simulation and analysis of adaptive
algorithm implementation for the multivariate DFE. The study of this MIMO system
can be observed through the simulations and hardware platform that was implemented
which are shown in the next few Chapters. The simulation provides flexibility and
the possibility of analysis, and the hardware platform provides more insight into real-
time issues. In general, the most important aspects of the Tait platform are described
in this Chapter. Specifications and background theory for the Tait platform were
given. Various design issues and techniques were described and discussed. This Chapter
presents the background for the current system and leads to the next step of RLS
algorithm implementation and analysis.

Chapter 5
BASE ADAPTIVE MULTIVARIATE DFE SIMULATION
5.1 INTRODUCTION
This Chapter describes the base simulation of the adaptive multivariate DFE, investi-
gating specifically the behaviour of the adaptive algorithms, the structure of the mul-
tivariate DFE, the effects of the channel etc. In addition, the simulation tests various
issues that might occur in the CF3 simulation in a simpler more controlled environment
where properties of the algorithms can be studied in detail without being obscured by
the effects of other processes such synchronisation and pi/4-DQPSK modulation.
The simulation assumes BPSK modulation and the Jakes channel model [83]. A
BPSK modulation is used to remove the unneccessary complexity that comes with
pi/4-DQPSK modulation when testing the multivariate DFE strucuture. In addition to
that, a Jakes model is used to simulate any mobile characteristics that can affect the
DFE, since the model is relatively easy to implement. Like the Tait simulations, the
base simulation is flexible allowing various parameters to be modified. These parame-
ters include the number of antennas, tap filter lengths, mode of operation etc.
In this Chapter, two adaptive algorithms, the LMS and RLS, are investigated. The
various outputs include the error curve, BER, MSE and some important intermediate
variables (required for hardware implementation). The error convergence curves help
identify how quickly the algorithm can convergence to the optimal weights. The BER
and MSE indicate how reliable the algorithms are. The intermediate variables indicate
if there is any undesirable behaviour that might affect hardware implementation.
5.2 SIMULATION RESULTS
5.2.1 Introduction
Shown in this Section are the observed results from Matlab simulations of the adaptive
multivariate DFE. The individual Sections will show the observed plots resulting from
simulation when modifying various parameters. The first Section shows the simulation
using 1 transmit and 1 receive antenna to observe the performance of the adaptive
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SISO DFE. The following Sections describe the effect of various modifications to the
multivariate DFE parameters such as SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio), tap lengths, Doppler
frequency, decision delay and a discussion on using a hybrid mode. Of particular interest
is any instability that might occur.
5.2.2 Brief SISO Analysis
The SISO DFE is the basic form of the multivariate DFE obtained by reducing the
number of transmit and receive antennas of the multivariate DFE simulation to 1.
The complexity of the DFE is drastically reduced when this happens and allows a
clear investigation of the algorithms and debugging. The results shown here are for
a simulation run with a packet length of 2000 and a training length of 500. The
parameters are set as λ = 0.99 for the RLS algorithm, µ = 0.01 for the LMS algorithm.
Tap lengths were set at 4 for both the feedforward and feedback filters. Figure 5.1
shows one of the plots used to compare the performance of the two algorithms. The
plot shows the size of the error. This is calculated as x(k)− xˆ(k) and the mathematical
notation is described and illustrated in Section 3.3.2. Figure 5.2 shows the rate of
convergence of the largest tap weight for each algorithm. Figure 5.3 shows that the
variation in Re(H), the real part of the channel coefficient against time is almost static.
The channel coefficient is produced from the Jakes model with a Doppler frequency fD
of 0.00005 rads−1. Figure 5.4 is a typical error curve that defines the algorithm’s
performance. The results illustrated in this Section for the SISO DFE shows that the
RLS algorithm outperforms the LMS algorithm by producing fewer errors and quickly
converging towards the desired tap weight and error floor. These results are concurrent
with the literature [19].
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Figure 5.1 Comparison of the size of errors between the SISO-LMS and SISO-RLS algorithms
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Figure 5.2 Comparison of the convergence rate of the weights for the SISO-LMS and SISO-RLS
algorithms
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Figure 5.3 Real part of the SISO channel coefficient against time
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Figure 5.4 Comparison of the error curves of the SISO-LMS and SISO-RLS algorithms
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5.2.3 MIMO Analysis
The previous Section described the adaptive SISO DFE simulations briefly, basically
illustrating that the system works for a SISO environment. All work from this point
onwards focusses on the adaptive multivariate DFE, where the number of transmit and
receive antennas are 4. This Section illustrates the performance of the LMS and RLS
algorithms in general by varying its SNR. Simulation parameters such as λ, µ, fD and
tap lengths are the same as in Section 5.2.2. The packet length is set to 8000 with a
training length of 1000.
From Figures 5.5 and 5.6, the convergence rates are observed to be virtually the same
for any SNR. The Figures show results from only 1 channel out of the 4 to closely
observe the LMS and RLS algorithm behaviour. The major effect of the SNR is the
error floor when the error curve reaches steady-state. Evidently from the Figures,
the RLS algorithm outperforms the LMS algorithm for all three different SNR values;
20dB, 30dB and 40dB. The Figures use a moving-average to smooth the error curve
and make the convergence rates and error floors more distinct. Figure 5.7 shows the
average BER against SNR curve. Based on the diagram, it can be concluded that the
RLS algorithm achieves much lower BER values than the LMS algorithm. The average
BER means that the BER values for all 4 streams are averaged to gain an overall BER
metric.
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Figure 5.5 Moving-average of the error curves showing the different signal levels for the LMS algo-
rithm for one channel
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Figure 5.6 Moving-average of the error curves showing the different signal levels for the RLS algo-
rithm for one channel
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Figure 5.7 Average BER against SNR for the LMS and RLS algorithm
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5.2.4 Filter Order
Filter order is expected to affect BER based on the results in [50] for a SISO DFE. For
a multivariate DFE this may also have an effect on BER. Figure 5.8 shows the plot
of averaged BER for all channels versus tap lengths. The algorithms were simulated
with adaptive variables of λ = 0.99 for the RLS algorithm and µ = 0.01 for the LMS
algorithm. The SNR value is 40dB and Doppler frequency is fD = 0.00005rads−1. The
decision delay is set at ∆ = Lfb − 1, where Lfb is the length of the feedback tap. The
tap lengths were set to the same value for both the feedforward and feedback filter.
Based on the Figure, the RLS algorithm is less affected by the tap lengths than the
LMS algorithm. For the RLS algorithm, the BER values are much lower and have
less variations as the tap length is increased. For the LMS algorithm however, as the
tap length increases the BER also increases noticeably. In the published work on the
multivariate DFE, little explanation has been given about effects of tap lengths on the
multivariate DFE, for example [2, 44, 38, 39]. The general values that were chosen
were often numbers that are currently seen in the specifications, i.e. a tap length of 4,
but appear to be chosen on an ad-hoc basis. Once again, simulation parameters such
as λ, µ, fD are the same as Section 5.2.2.
Figure 5.8 shows that the average BER for all channels increases as tap length increases.
This coincides well with [19], since the adaptive algorithm performs better with single-
tap filters. The Figure also shows that, on average, the RLS algorithms performs better
than the LMS algorithm. However, later in Chapter 6 where pulse-shaping filters,
synchronisation and a more complex modulation scheme are introduced, the adaptive
algorithms do not work for low values of tap lengths. In general, a large number of taps
for the feedforward and feedback filters do not directly contribute to the performance
of the multivariate DFE as seen in [50, 49, 28]. In addition, increasing the number
of taps drastically increases the complexity of hardware implementation, especially for
the RLS algorithm which is discussed later in Chapter 7. Hence, a moderate number
of taps are required and setting the tap lengths to 4 is acceptable for the purpose of
implementation as well as producing reasonable results.
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Figure 5.8 Average BER comparison between the LMS and RLS algorithm for different tap lengths
5.2.5 Doppler Frequency
One of the major variables in the simulation is the Doppler frequency. The ability of
the simulation to change the Doppler frequency allows a comparison of the two adaptive
algorithms in a mobile channel. The simulation uses the Jakes model to simulate this
channel. A high Doppler frequency represents a rapidly changing channel and vice
versa. The previous results were from simulations runs on a relatively static channel
with a very low Doppler frequency. However, in this Section the performance of the
two algorithms are shown when simulated through various degrees of channel variation.
Figure 5.9 shows the channel variations for different Doppler frequency settings, fD,
in the simulation. The Figure shows 3 scenarios, a rapidly and moderately changing
channel and a relatively static channel. An example of the typical error curves produced
by a moderately changing channel can be seen in Figure 5.10. Evidently, both the LMS
and RLS algorithm do not perform well for a moderately changing channel and this
is also similar for a rapidly changing channel. Channel equalisation and tracking is
difficult for moderately and rapidly changing channels and it can be concluded that
this behaviour affects their performance drastically. The problem lies in tracking the
channel after the training mode. Typically for adaptive algorithms on the DFE, once
an error is made in the calculation, it can cause error propagation. As can be seen in
Figure 5.10 for the RLS case, once the algorithm makes a mistake during the decision-
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directed mode, it is difficult for the algorithm to return to its correct steady-state.
In addition, as seen in Figure 5.10 the difference between the LMS and RLS algorithm
for a moderately changing channel is stability during error propagation. Figure 5.10
shows that the LMS algorithm is less unstable than the RLS algorithm when the
algorithm makes a decision error. The fast converging nature of the RLS algorithm has
its drawbacks, meaning that the algorithm can converge and diverge very quickly. This
leads to a higher BER even though the RLS algorithm performed well for the majority
of the packet. One thing to note is that the RLS algorithm converges very well during
training mode. Hence, a good suggestion is to convert to using the LMS algorithm for
tracking the channel, thus using a hybrid mode during channel equalisation. Figure
5.11 shows the average BER for all channels against Doppler frequency. The variations
in the channel over time results in changes in the optimal tap weights. This causes the
algorithm to continually change its weights and not reach a steady-state value as in
Figure 5.10. The difficulty in tracking the channel, often results in poor performance
and therefore higher BER. Figure 5.11 shows that as the Doppler frequency increases,
average BER for all channels increases. The Figure also shows that the RLS algorithm
outperforms the LMS algorithm, especially when the channel is relatively static. The
simulation parameters such as µ, λ, SNR and tap length are the same as Section 5.2.2.
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5.2.6 Decision Delay
Decision delay has a profound effect on the stability of the RLS algorithm. Hence,
we investigate its performance in this Section. Simulation parameters such as µ, λ,
f0, SNR and tap lengths are the same as Section 5.2.2. In Figure 5.12, we show the
relationship between decision delay and average BER for all channels. For these results,
the average BER for all channels does not vary greatly with changes in decision delay.
The only noticeable difference is that the average BER for the RLS algorithm is lower
than that of the LMS algorithm.
The major concern regarding decision delay in the adaptive multivariate DFE is the
effect it has when the RLS algorithm is implemented on it. From Chapter 3, the RLS
algorithm requires several variables such as Kp(k), P(k) and Re(k) for calculating the
updated weights for each iteration as seen in Section 3.4.4. During the simulation runs,
the maximum value of the P(k) matrix was observed and showed divergence when
using the structure of the multivariate DFE proposed in [2]. When decision delay was
implemented in this structure, the divergence subsided. Figure 5.13 shows the plot of
a diverging and converging maximum P(k) entry. By the maximum entry we mean
the maximum absolute value of all entries in the P(k). For ease of notation, we simply
refer to this as the maximum P(k) entry in the rest of this thesis. The plot shows that
the multivariate DFE produces converging P(k) matrices when having decision delays
equivalent to ∆ = Lfb − 1, where Lfb represents the feedback tap length. In this case,
Lfb = 4 and therefore P(k) converged for ∆ = 3. The selection of the decision delay as
∆ = Lfb − 1 is consistent with work on the selection of decision delays for DFEs [81].
From Figure 5.12, there are hardly any differences when simulating the RLS algorithm
for different values of the decision delays. However, a major difference can be observed
in the P(k) matrix. The particular example shown in Figure 5.13 illustrates that
P(k) shows convergence when ∆ = 3, i.e. when ∆ = Lfb − 1. Smaller values of ∆
surprisingly, do not show any form of convergence for P(k). Further analysis shows
that this is related to a property of P(k) discussed in Section 5.2.8.
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5.2.7 Forgetting Factor
One of the most notable observations from the simulations is the effect of the for-
getting factor on the RLS algorithm implementation in the multivariate DFE. Figure
5.14 shows the error curve for the 1st channel for various forgetting factor values, λ ²
{0.95, 0.96, 0.97, 0.98, 0.99, 1}. The simulation parameters such as µ, tap lengths, fD
and SNR are the same as Section 5.2.2. The packet length is 8000 and the training
length is 500. The purpose of the forgetting factor is to slowly forget the past data
so that the more recent observations will eventually dominate. From Figure 5.14, the
RLS algorithm performs very well especially during training mode for all values of λ
between 0.95 and 1, which clearly illustrates the fast convergence of the RLS algorithm.
However, for λ = 1 the algorithm does not perform as well as the other λ values as
it enters decision-directed mode. The RLS algorithm with λ = 1 does not track the
channel very well. By observing the error curve in Figure 5.14, the curve diverges away
from the error floor. This undesirable property can be explained through the purpose
of the forgetting factor. By setting the forgetting factor λ to 1, the algorithm does not
forget the past data. This basically means that the algorithm has an infinite memory
of the channel characteristics. Based on [19], the use of a forgetting factor in general is
to ensure that data in the distant past are forgotten in order to afford the possibility
of following the statistical variations of the observable data when the DFE operates in
a nonstationary environment. Therefore, for λ < 1 the algorithm performs at its best
because during decision-directed mode, the algorithm tracks the channel by forgetting
past channel characteristics. For implementation, a RLS algorithm with λ = 1 is more
desirable than λ < 1 because the hardware device requires no multipliers at all. By
referring to the equations shown in Section 3.4.4, the RLS algorithm would require
3 more multipliers for any λ < 1. The forgetting factor also affects the P(k) matrix
especially using the initial multivariate DFE structure [2] that does not utilise decision
delays (∆ = 0). Figure 5.15 shows two scenarios where the P(k) converges for λ = 1
and diverges for any λ < 1. Note that the size of the P(k) matrix is 32 by 32.
The simulation results show that adjusting the forgetting factor below 1 affects P(k)
if the multivariate DFE structure does not incorporate a decision delay. Incorporating
the decision delay, mitigates the problem with P(k) as shown in Figure 5.15. Hence,
λ = 1 gives poor error performance but a stable P(k) matrix when ∆ = 0. For ∆ = 3,
λ < 1 is satisfactory both for error and P(k) stability. There is clearly an interaction
between parameter values which becomes very important in implementation. Such
issues are not well documented and straightforward implementation of RLS algorithms
in the literature can result in very poor performance.
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Figure 5.14 Moving average of the error curves for the RLS algorithm with different forgetting
factors, λ²{0.95, 0.96, 0.97, 0.98, 0.99, 1}
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5.2.8 Inverse Correlation Matrix
The inverse correlation matrix, P(k), encountered major instability issues during the
RLS algorithm multivariate DFE simulation. As illustrated in the earlier Sections,
P(k) diverged if there was no decision delay. Furthermore, particular values of decision
delay (∆ ≥ 3) were required to ensure that P(k) converged as seen in Figure 5.13. The
initial structure of the multivariate DFE in the Tait platform did not incorporate any
decision delays because it initially dealt with a simple LMS algorithm. Furthermore,
no published work has pointed out difficulties with a zero delay and a zero delay is
used in some published algorithms [2, 43, 44].
The zero delay setting caused instability in the following way. Consider, for simplicity,
a SISO system with 2 feedforward taps and 2 feedback taps. For such a system the
input vector is u(k) = [y1(k) y1(k − 1) −xˆ1(k) −xˆ1(k − 1)] . With zero delay, the
feedback element −xˆ1(k) contains the estimate of the signal just detected. This signal
is contained in the input y1(k − 1). Hence, −xˆ1(k) and y1(k − 1) are expected to be
highly correlated at reasonably low BERs, since xˆ1(k) is the estimate of the signal
carried by y1(k − 1). In a simulation run it was found that the correlation coefficient
between xˆ1(k) and y1(k−1) was 98%. Hence, the correlation matrix Φ(k) will be nearly
singular as the two variables are extremely strongly related. As a result, Φ(k) will have
at least one very small eigenvalue and P(k) = Φ−1(k) will have a tendency to become
large. Hence, divergence has been traced to the properties of the eigenvalues of Φ(k).
The near singularity of Φ(k) will also have an impact on the numerical stability of the
recursive calculations, possibly leading to a non-symmetric, non-positive definite P(k)
matrix.
The problems with the diverging P(k) matrix are the implementation problems that
come with it. Divergence causes the range of fixed point numbers to increase unneces-
sarily. There is a simple solution to mitigate this divergence, and this was by selecting
a forgetting factor λ = 1 as seen in Figure 5.15. Other methods include saturating
P(k) or resetting the value of P(k). From observation, saturating P(k) by setting a
maximum limit on the number may cause error propagation resulting in divergence in
the error curve. Further details of this phenomenon are given in Section 6.2.4. Reset-
ting P(k) to its initial value, the identity matrix is another technique that might be
reasonable. This technique is commonly used in some adaptive control theory but is
not mentioned in any literature regarding equalisation with the RLS algorithm [63, 64].
Finally, using λ = 1 is not desirable, since this implies an infinite memory and an inabil-
ity to adapt to changing channel conditions. In general, the solution we have adopted
is to implement decision delays in the multivariate DFE used in the Tait platform. If
the decision delays do not solve this diverging maximum P(k) problem in fixed point
implementation, the two methods, namely saturation or resetting the matrix, can be
used. These issues are discussed further in Chapter 6.
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5.3 DISCUSSION
The intention of Group Research was to study various adaptive filter algorithms that
can be implemented on the Tait platform. This involves investigating the performance
of these algorithms on the multivariate DFE, with a focus on real-time implementation.
Unlike most equalisation work, the adaptive algorithms have to be implemented on the
Tait platform which has several unique features which were described in Section 4.
The base simulations provide a simple, uncluttered environment for adaptive algorithm
study on the multivariate DFE. The Tait platform has components such as pi/4-DQPSK
modulation and synchronisation bits which were not included in the base simulations.
As can be seen, intermediate values like the P(k) matrix can cause instability because
of the range of values that P(k) can take. The larger the range in a fixed point
environment, the less accurate the number will be. The simulations illustrated various
issues including decision delay, the effects of hybrid mode, Doppler frequency, etc.
Results show that the initial proposed RLS algorithm and the structure of the multi-
variate DFE shown in [2] produce undesirable results. The proposed RLS algorithm
was inherently unstable due to the structure of the multivariate DFE which did not
have a decision delay. The simulations here considered methods to avoid these compli-
cations. Analysis shows that the RLS algorithm must utilise decision delays to ensure
that P(k) converges and shows that the RLS algorithm outperforms the LMS algo-
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rithm. The results also show that practical issues and suitable parameter settings for
the multivariate DFE are far from resolved. The literature has relatively little guidance
on these issues, beyond adhoc choices of parameter values. Furthermore, the parame-
ters show interactions so that, for example, a sensible setting of λ < 1 for ∆ = 3 does
not work for ∆ = 0. This is of some concern, since the algorithm must be capable
of reasonable performance in a very broad range of environments for it to be useful.
Sensitivity to the parameter makes this robustness questionable.

Chapter 6
TAIT PLATFORM PERFORMANCE INVESTIGATION AND
SIMULATION
6.1 INTRODUCTION
This Section describes the overall simulation and investigation into the feasibility and
performance of the RLS algorithm on the Tait platform. The Section includes a brief
description of the simulation system and results from the two stages of simulation,
floating and fixed point. The Chapter also investigates the issue with the P(k) matrix
and applies divergence mitigation techniques. Finally, real-time received data are used
to evaluate the adaptive algorithms on the multivariate DFE.
This Chapter presents the results from the Tait platform simulations which differ from
the base simulations as seen previously in Chapter 5. The adaptive multivariate DFE
structure is identical to the base simulation but in this Chapter we incorporate specifi-
cations from the Tait platform for example modulation, synchronisation, pulse-shaping
filters and a different channel model. The specifications were shown previously in Table
4.1. A summary of the differences between the two simulations are shown in Table 4.5.
In general, the Chapter is divided into three parts as shown below:
1. Floating point simulation
2. Fixed point simulation
3. Fixed point simulation using real-time received data
Extensive simulation runs were performed for this Chapter. Representative results are
presented but for reasons of space the majority of the graphs are omitted. However,
the conclusions drawn in this Chapter are supported by the majority of the simulations
as well as the results shown.
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6.2 FLOATING POINT SIMULATION
6.2.1 Overview
The floating point simulation is a flexible system allowing various modifications for
real-time implementation of the adaptive multivariate DFE. It incorporates the speci-
fications from Tait platform as seen in Table 4.1, in particular the synchroniser, mod-
ulation, pulse-shaping filters and packet structure. The channel model used in the
simulation is the quasi-stationary model as defined in Section 4.6.2. This model is the
initial simulation channel model used to investigate the LMS algorithm and is therefore
used in the RLS algorithm simulations. The model is suitable because the real-time
platforms are stationary and are tested within an indoor environment. In addition,
this allows more focus on observation of the adaptive algorithm performance on the
multivariate DFE.
The simulation system begins with the initialisation of the adaptive multivariate DFE
system. The packet structure is initialised which includes training, synchronisation and
payload data. The data is pi/4-DQPSK modulated, pulse-shaped and sent through the
quasi-stationary channel. The received data gets fed to a synchroniser that detects
the synchronisation bits in the packets. The index of the synchronisation bits allow
the multivariate DFE to detect the start of the packet for processing and adaptive
equalisation. More information regarding the Tait platform can be seen in Chapter 4.
6.2.2 Equalisation Results
From all the analysis and theory considered thus far, the RLS algorithm has always been
superior in performance. The base simulations obviously show that the RLS algorithm
converges faster which results in a lower average BER than the LMS algorithm. The
next step is the evaluation of performance of the LMS and RLS algorithms on the Tait
platform with more focus on the RLS algorithm. The next few Figures will illustrate the
outputs generated by the simulations. Each Figure is arranged as 1 2
3 4
to represent
the 4 streams. As mentioned before, the Tait specifications use 4 feedforward and
feedback taps, µ = 0.0625 and λ = 1. Training length is set at 448 samples and
synchronisation length is set at 64 samples. The decision delay ∆ was set to 3 as it
was the optimum delay setting as seen in Section 5.2.6.
Figure 6.1 shows that the error curves for both adaptive algorithms converge very well.
Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show the decoded soft outputs from the multivariate DFE. The
soft equalised outputs which show the 8 points are not given because the decoded
soft outputs are generated from these values. By observing the Figures, once again it
is clear that the RLS algorithm outperforms the LMS algorithm in the floating point
simulation. The error curve converges to the error floor faster than the LMS algorithm.
The decoded soft outputs are less noisy and more well-defined for the RLS algorithm.
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Another notable observation is the effect of the synchronisation. From Figure 6.1, the
convergence is smooth and uninterrupted by the brief calculation of the magnitude for
packet detection.
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Figure 6.1 Error curves for for the LMS and RLS algorithm
Based on the results shown, both LMS and RLS algorithms have relatively good per-
formance in terms of error convergence, and their decoded soft output resembles the
desired QPSK constellation. The specifications set for the adaptive multivariate sys-
tem are suitable for implementation on the FPGA. However, there are still issues with
the RLS algorithm as mentioned earlier in the background theory and base simulation
results. The issue is basically the diverging P(k) matrix when the forgetting factor
λ is below 1. This was shown earlier in Section 5.2.8 and is discussed for the Tait
simulations case in Section 6.2.4.
6.2.3 Filter Order
The base simulations showed that the adaptive multivariate DFE worked for all filter
tap lengths. A similar study is done on the floating point Tait simulations. The
simulation showed that the DFE cannot produce any useful results below a certain tap
length. Figures 6.4 and 6.5 show the outputs for simulations with tap lengths of 2
and 4. Figure 6.4 shows the error curves for tap lengths of 2 and 4 for a multivariate
DFE using the RLS algorithm. The curve that is not converging corresponds to the
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DFE with a tap length of 2. Evidently when the error does not converge, the results
produced by the DFE are useless as seen in Figure 6.5. The decoded soft output cannot
produce a QPSK-like constellation and detection has completely broken down. Note
that these results are similar to those for the LMS algorithm, as well as for a DFE
tap length of 1 for both algorithms. It is evident that for any tap length below 3,
the multivariate DFE ceases to produce any useful results for both the LMS and RLS
algorithm. This means that the minimum tap length for the multivariate DFE is 3.
These observations are not the same as for the base simulations as seen in Chapter
5. Most likely, this can be related to the complexities of the Tait simulations such as
pulse-shaping filters, synchronisation and modulation.
6.2.4 Instability
Overview
This Section describes instability issues in the RLS algorithm implementation on the
multivariate DFE. From Section 6.2.2, output results produced by the adaptive multi-
variate DFE are good. Selecting the tap length above 3 ensures that the multivariate
DFE is working as seen in Section 6.2.3. However, intermediate parameters have not
been observed for the RLS algorithm implementation and they are discussed in this
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Figure 6.2 The decoded soft output for the RLS algorithm
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Figure 6.3 The decoded soft output for the LMS algorithm
Section. A few issues are described briefly, in particular the divergence of the P(k)
matrix. Mitigation of this instability is also described.
Filter Order
Section 6.2.3 described one issue that affects the performance of the adaptive multi-
variate DFE namely, filter order. If the tap length is of reasonable length, set at 4 in
the specifications, the results for both adaptive algorithms are acceptable. The mul-
tivariate DFE also works for a tap length of 3 but no less. The only major difference
is that the RLS algorithm outperforms the LMS algorithm based on error curves and
decoded soft output results. However, instability is still an issue with these adaptive
algorithms. For example, performance of the LMS algorithm is affected by its step-size
parameter µ. If µ is too large, instability occurs. Fortunately, this problem can be
easily mitigated by selecting µ such that it exhibits stability.
Forgetting Factor and Decision Delay
As seen in Section 5.2.8 of the previous Chapter, the most prevalent instability is-
sue during the base simulation is the diverging P(k) matrix for the RLS algorithm
implementation on the multivariate DFE. The divergence is related to the forgetting
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Figure 6.4 The error curves for each channel using the RLS algorithm with a tap length of 2 and 4
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Figure 6.5 The decoded soft output for each channel using the RLS algorithm with a tap length of
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factor λ such that the intermediate RLS parameter, P(k) diverged for λ less than 1. It
was found that the divergence can be mitigated by implementing decision delay in the
DFE. Divergence of P(k) also occured for the floating point Tait simulations. Shown
in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 are curves showing examples of converging and diverging P(k)
matrices respectively. The matrix only converges for a forgetting factor λ of 1, oth-
erwise it diverged for any value below 1. It it worth noting that in floating point the
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Figure 6.6 Convergence of the P(k) matrix for the RLS algorithm where λ = 1.
multivariate DFEs are still working, producing converging error curves and the 4 scat-
tered points as its decoded soft output as seen in Section 6.2.2. However, this successful
performance is due to the floating point ability to handle the large values in the P(k)
matrix. It was found in Chapter 5 that decision delays can help the P(k) matrix to
converge. Unfortunately, implementing the decision delay did not prevent the elements
of P(k) from diverging in the Tait simulations. Most likely, the complexities in the
system caused this difference. Hence, the RLS algorithm implemented on the DFE can
only be implemented if the forgetting factor λ = 1 unless other instability mitigation
methods are employed. In the next Section, the effects of saturation are illustrated
when the P(k) matrix diverges.
Saturation
In hardware, saturation is a common occurrence because of fixed point arithmetic. This
is discussed because the RLS algorithm is implemented on the FPGA which requires
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the number to be in fixed point. Fixed point arithmetic only allows a limited range of
numbers. Saturation occurs when the number exceeds its range and thus saturates to
the maximum or minimum based on the precision of the fixed point arithmetic. For
example, for n-bit fixed point arithmetic using two’s complement numbers, the range
of the number is limited from −2−n+1 to 2n−1 − 1. Using the specification seen in
Table 4.1, the precision used is 16-bits. Therefore, the range of numbers available is
from −32768 to 32767. This allows a higher resolution in fixed point. The effect
of saturation can be observed in floating point simply by preventing numbers from
increasing excessively. As we know, the elements of the P(k) matrix have a tendency
to diverge for λ < 1. Other RLS parameters did not exhibit this behaviour, converging
to a certain value within a reasonable range. During the Tait simulations, elements of
the P(k) matrix were clipped to a maximum of 4+j4 and a minimum of −4−j4 when it
started to diverge. Figure 6.8 illustrates this saturation effect on the matrix. Evidently,
this affects the overall performance of the system by observing outputs from the DFE.
Figure 6.9 shows the error curves when P(k) is clipped. Evidently, clipping has resulted
in instability since the error curves are diverging. The effect of saturation is that the
P(k) matrix has lost its symmetric and strongly diagonal nature. Figures 6.10 and
6.11 illustrate these matrix properties via a contour plot for two scenarios. Figure 6.10
shows a symmetric, strongly diagonal matrix resulting from normal simulations without
clipping. Figure 6.11 shows a non-symmetric matrix when saturation is applied, namely
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Figure 6.7 Divergence of the P(k) matrix for the RLS algorithm where λ = 0.99
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Figure 6.8 Effects of clipping the maximum entries of P(k) matrix when λ = 0.99. Shown here are
absolute values of the element.
to a maximum of 4 + j4 and a minimum of −4 − j4. The next Section describes the
alternative method of resetting that maintains these desirable properties as discussed
in Section 5.2.8.
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Figure 6.9 Effects of clipping the maximum value of P(k) matrix on the error curve.
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Figure 6.10 Contour plot of the P(k) matrix where (i, j) represents the (i, j)th element of the matrix.
The P(k) matrix exhibits approximate symmetry without saturation.
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Figure 6.11 Contour plot of the P(k) matrix where (i, j) represents the (i, j)th element of the matrix.
The P(k) matrix exhibits marked non-symmetry with saturation.
Reset Technique
As seen in Section 6.2.4, the effects of saturation causes the DFE to produce unstable
results. This prompted a new method to remove this undesirable property of the P(k)
matrix. From the literature survey, various methods have been proposed for removing
saturation effects of the P(k) matrix when the RLS algorithm is applied to adaptive
control systems. One such method involves resetting the P(k) matrix whenever the
value diverges [63, 64]. The P(k) matrix resets to its original initial value which is
δ−1I where δ is a small number. For the Tait simulation as well as the RLS algorithm
on the multivariate DFE, δ is 1. Figure 6.12 illustrates the error curves produced by
this method. The error curves exhibit convergence. From observation, this is a valid
method for preserving the symmetry of the P(k) matrix. The method is simple and
it produces the desired results that allow the adaptive multivariate DFE to be stable.
The issues regarding this divergence in this system can be further investigated in the
near future. The focus now is the performance of the RLS algorithm compared to the
LMS algorithm on the multivariate DFE.
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Figure 6.12 Effects of resetting the maximum value of the P(k) matrix on the error curve
6.2.5 Summary
In summary, the floating point simulation is an ideal environment in which to study
system behaviour in the absence of fixed point issues and real-time aspects. The diffi-
culty in implementing an adaptive multivariate DFE is far more complex in real-time.
The difficulty include the effects of the real-time channel, hardware issues in the FPGA
and getting the different modules to work successfully as an overall system.
The performance of the LMS and RLS algorithms are observed in the multivariate
DFE. The algorithms perform relatively well in simulation, with the RLS algorithm
having a performance advantage. From the error curve, the RLS algorithm converges
much faster than the LMS algorithm. The decoded soft outputs produced by the
RLS algorithm are far more defined and accurate compared to the LMS algorithm.
The synchroniser that is implemented in the real-time system did not affect either
algorithm in terms of these performance measures.
The simulations also show that the LMS and RLS algorithm both performed well in
training mode. The synchroniser does not cause a problem during training mode and
performs its duty for packet detection. The soft outputs produced by both algorithms
are well-defined and the convergence rate of the error curves are reasonably fast. The
RLS algorithm however has the issue of divergence in the P(k) matrix and notably
resource consumption in the FPGA, discussed later in Chapter 7. In floating point,
the divergence does not create a difficulty in terms of producing good results unless
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saturation occurs as seen in Section 6.2.4. A method is devised to counter this problem,
which is resetting the P(k) matrix to its initial value which prevents the eventual insta-
bility that comes from saturation. The next Section describes the simulation in fixed
point using simulated and real-time received data. Once again, the adaptive algorithm
performances are observed and the feasibility of the RLS algorithm is discussed.
6.3 FIXED POINT SIMULATION
6.3.1 Overview
The fixed point simulation reflects to a greater extent the actual performance produced
by the FPGA on the Tait platform. Data is converted to 16-bit precision on the FPGA
and this can be simulated as shown in this Section. The fixed point simulation uses
both simulated and real-time received data. The real-time received data is extracted
from the Tait platform which was described earlier in Chapter 4. Simulations were
performed on the multivariate DFE with both adaptive algorithms. Their performance
is illustrated and discussed below. In addition, the effects of the real-time system is
briefly discussed.
The fixed point simulations are specifically set to 16-bit precision to test the Tait
platform environment, based on its specifications seen in Table 4.1. The precision goes
up to 32-bit for addition and subtraction, when two 16-bit numbers are multiplied.
Numbers are scaled accordingly to 16-bit numbers if they are too large or too small
and to avoid any fixed point effects, namely overflow. In hardware, overflow causes the
number to saturate to its maximum. However, we know that saturation in the RLS
algorithm leads to instability as seen in Section 6.2.4. In addition, it is well-known that
the RLS algorithm can be sensitive to fixed point arithmetic [19]. Hence, it is important
to see how it performs against the LMS algorithm in a fixed point environment.
The focus of this Section is the performance of these two algorithm in fixed point and
how feasibile the RLS algorithm is for real-time implementation compared to the LMS
algorithm. The Section also focusses particularly on the results directly relating to the
Tait platform specifications.
6.3.2 Simulation Equalisation Results with a Quasi-Stationary Channel Model
This Section illustrates the performance of the adaptive filters in a fixed point environ-
ment using the quasi-stationary channel. The simulation is different from the floating
point results, namely in the convergence rate of the algorithms. The convergence is
much slower, most likely due to the conversion from floating point to fixed point. How-
ever, differences between the performances of the adaptive algorithms are still obvious.
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Based on the floating point simulation, the prevention of intermediate variables from
diverging is a key issue for implementation purposes. In general, the LMS algorithm
did not exhibit any divergence due to its simplicity. However, for the RLS algorithm,
the P(k) matrix did not converge except when the forgetting factor is set to 1. A
simple mitigation technique has been proposed as seen in Section 6.2.4 and is applied
in this fixed point simulation as seen in Section 6.3.3.
The results from the Section 6.2.2 suggests that a forgetting factor λ below 1 is not
suitable for real-time implementation unless P(k) divergence can be dealt with which
is discussed later. Hence, we consider a fixed point simulation with λ = 1. Specifically,
the simulation parameters for these set of results are λ = 1, µ = 0.0625, a tap length of
4, a training length of 1000 symbols and a packet length of 8000 symbols. The channel
model is the quasi-stationary model mentioned in Section 4.6.2.
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Figure 6.13 Error Curves for the LMS algorithm
Figures 6.13, 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16 show the outputs from the fixed point simulation.
Evidently, after 1000 samples, the fixed point algorithms do not fully converge towards
the error floor with the given training lengths as seen in Figures 6.13 and 6.14. Note
that the actual values of the error magnitude are not comparable to the floating point
simulation due to the fixed point structure. It is clear that the RLS algorithm converges
faster than the LMS algorithm and reaches a lower error floor. Both algorithms produce
reasonably accurate decoded soft outputs, with the RLS algorithm slightly more defined
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Figure 6.14 Error Curves for the RLS algorithm
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Figure 6.15 Decoded Soft Outputs for the LMS algorithm
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Figure 6.16 Decoded Soft Outputs for the RLS algorithm
as seen in Figures 6.15 and 6.16. Hence, for these parameters, the RLS algorithm does
perform better than the LMS algorithm during the training mode and decision-directed
mode.
6.3.3 Divergence Mitigation
In Section 6.2.4, we observed that saturation of the diverging P(k) matrix causes insta-
bility and that decision-delays did not mitigate this divergence for the RLS algorithm
using λ < 1. This was also observed for the fixed point simulation using the quasi-
stationary channel model. Basically, the results produced by λ < 1 caused diverging
error curves and decoded soft outputs that were undesirable, therefore limiting the RLS
algorithm to λ = 1 for fixed point and most likely its implementation on hardware.
This is a major limitation of the RLS algorithm due to a single parameter setting,
λ. Furthermore, setting λ = 1 defeats the purpose of the forgetting factor in putting
more emphasis on recent data. Hence, its success in channels which vary is a cause for
concern.
However, Section 6.2.4 suggested an alternative method which resets the P(k) matrix
to its initial value whenever it diverges. Figures 6.17 and 6.18 show the results from this
reset technique. The simulation parameters here are the same as in Section 6.3.2 except
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that the forgetting factor is reduced to 0.99. Evidently, the technique stabilised the RLS
algorithm when encountering saturation in a fixed point environment. Preservation of
the symmetry as well as prevention of the increasing value of theP(k) matrix entries was
observed. Hence, reinitialisation is seen to be a valid technique in stabilising the RLS
algorithm in fixed point. The particular reset method used was to reset the matrix to
its initial value when the maximum number allowed for 16-bits was reached (i.e. 215).
Therefore, any real or imaginary part of the P(k) matrix entries that exceeded the
maximum number of 215 automatically forces the matrix to reset to its initial value.
The results showed faster convergence in the error curves than λ = 1 and stability in
decision-directed mode. The decoded soft outputs are even better than results with
λ = 1.
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Figure 6.17 Error Curves for the RLS algorithm when resetting P(k)
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Figure 6.18 Decoded Soft Outputs for the RLS algorithm when resetting P(k)
6.3.4 Simulation Equalisation Results with Captured Data
Overview
The previous Sections illustrated that both the LMS and RLS algorithms have been
successfully implemented on the multivariate DFE. Both algorithms showed conver-
gence in the error curves, with limitations on the RLS algorithm in the fixed point
environment due to the diverging P(k) matrix. The mitigation of this divergence via
resetting the P(k) matrix showed that the RLS algorithm can be stabilised but requires
further study for implementation purposes. The focus now is the performance of the
algorithms using real-time received data. The results shown in this Section use received
data with 1000 training symbols transmitted at 0 dBm and a packet length of 8000
symbols. However, the buffer can only store up to 4000 symbols, thus results will show
error curves up to 4000 symbols. The synchronisation period is located at the 256th
symbol, which can be observed in the error curves as a deep trough. Settings for the
LMS algorithm are µ = 0.0625 and the RLS algorithm uses λ = 1, ∆ = 3 and tap
lengths are set at 4. The platforms are stationed approximately 20 metres apart, with
the antennas facing away from each other. For comparison purposes, two sets of results
are shown in this Section, representing two different sets of received data. In addition,
results for the RLS algorithm with λ < 0.99 show that the algorithm does not work
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here and exhibits instability. For tap lengths less than 3, the LMS and RLS algorithms
do not work which coincides with the floating point and fixed point simulations shown
earlier. Results for λ = 1 in the Tait simulations show better convergence than results
using the Jakes model as seen in Chapter 5. It seems that for a quasi-stationary channel
model, the RLS algorithm with an infinite memory is stable. However, any λ below 1
exhibits divergence.
First Example Set
This Section shows the error curves and decoded soft outputs for the first example set
of received data. Figures 6.19 and 6.20 show the moving-average of the error curves
for both algorithms in training mode. The two algorithms show different convergence
properties than the floating and fixed point simulations, since real-time received data is
used. The error curves show more variations in all 4 channels, particularly oscillations
during decision-directed mode. Figures 6.23 and 6.24 show the decoded soft outputs
for both algorithms, and for this particular example set, the RLS algorithm performs
better, and all 4 received data produced desired results. For one channel, the decoded
soft outputs for the LMS algorithm were not desirable. Figures 6.21 and 6.22 show
the error curves over a longer period of time so that the decision-directed mode can be
observed. These results show that the RLS algorithm exhibits pronounced oscillations
during decision-directed mode.
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Figure 6.19 Moving-average of the error curves during training mode for the LMS algorithm using
the first set of real-time received data
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Figure 6.20 Moving-average of the error curves during training mode for the RLS algorithm using
the first set of real-time received data
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Figure 6.21 Error curves for the LMS algorithm using the first set of real-time received data
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Figure 6.22 Error curves for the RLS algorithm using the first set of real-time received data
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Figure 6.23 Decoded soft outputs for the LMS algorithm using the first set of real-time received
data
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Figure 6.24 Decoded soft outputs for the RLS algorithm using the first set of real-time received
data
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Second Example Set
Similar to the previous Section, the error curves and decoded soft outputs for the second
example set of received data are shown here. The moving-average error curves during
training mode for this example set are similar to the previous set and therefore are not
shown. Figures 6.25 and 6.26 show the error curves for both algorithms. The results
show that both algorithms show convergence towards the error floor. However, the RLS
algorithm showed less stability than the LMS algorithm during decision-directed mode,
showing more fluctuations during tracking. Figures 6.27 and 6.28 show the decoded soft
outputs for both algorithms. The results show that the decoded soft outputs for both
algorithms are satisfactory producing the 4 distinct points. This example set shows the
LMS algorithm performing better than the first example set, producing stable error
curves and the desired decoded soft outputs. It also performs better than the RLS
algorithm in terms of tracking because of fewer fluctuations during decision-directed
mode.
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Figure 6.25 Error curves for the LMS algorithm using the second set of real-time received data
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Figure 6.26 Error curves for the RLS algorithm using the second set of real-time received data
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Figure 6.27 Decoded soft outputs for the LMS algorithm using the second set of real-time received
data
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Figure 6.28 Decoded soft outputs for the RLS algorithm using the second set of real-time received
data
Resetting P(k)
Throughout this thesis, performance investigation of both adaptive algorithm shows
that the RLS algorithm can outperform the LMS algorithm. The algorithm however is
sensitive to parameter settings and, for example, when the forgetting factor λ is below 1,
the matrixP(k) diverges. It was found that a decision-delay does not work in stabilising
this matrix for the Tait simulations. However, resetting the matrix to its initial values
does seem to work and this is seen in Section 6.2.4 and Section 6.3.3. Figures 6.29 and
6.30 show the two outputs from resetting the P(k) matrix whenever it diverges for a
RLS algorithm using λ = 0.99. The matrix resets itself when it reaches the maximum
number allowed in 16-bit precision (i.e. 215). This particular example uses the second
set of received data as seen in Section 6.3.4. In general, the results show that the
technique does work by stabilising the RLS algorithm, particularly during decision-
directed mode except for one channel. By referring to Figure 6.29, the error curves
produced by the second example set, resetting the matrix reduces the fluctuations
during decision-directed mode. However, for one channel, the error curve which showed
poor tracking as seen in Figure 6.29 resulted in instability, which inevitably produced
undesirable decoded soft outputs as seen in Figure 6.30. In summary, the technique
does work in stabilising the RLS algorithm and it seems to work best for channels that
are relatively static.
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Figure 6.29 Error curves for the RLS algorithm using the reset technique
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Figure 6.30 Decoded soft outputs for the RLS algorithm using the reset technique
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Summary
In summary, these two particular sets of examples show that the LMS and RLS algo-
rithms are similar in behaviour overall. There are some slight differences which can be
observed in the error curves. The first example showed the RLS algorithm performing
better than the LMS algorithm based on the soft decoded outputs. However, the first
example showed that the RLS algorithm exhibited more oscillations in the decision-
directed mode. The second example showed that the LMS algorithm performed as
well as the RLS algorithm, and there was more stability in the LMS algorithm during
decision-directed mode.
Basically, the results vary from one data set to another depending on the channel. The
basic purpose of an adaptive algorithm is to counter this unknown real-time channel,
because adaptive algorithms do not require a knowledge of the channel. The results
show that both algorithms converge and produce relatively good decoded soft outputs.
In addition, the results for the RLS algorithm with λ = 0.99 did not converge. Applying
the P(k) resetting technique helped mitigate the divergence. However, the results did
not match the LMS algorithm. The technique does help mitigate instability, but the
results for both set of examples show that the LMS algorithm performs as well as the
RLS algorithm. It seems that mitigating the divergence of the RLS algorithm does not
result in an approach which outperforms the LMS algorithm. Hence, due to the extra
complexity, it is not worth the time and effort to implement on the Tait platform.
6.3.5 Discussion
Instability
In this Chapter, the floating and fixed point simulations showed that the RLS algorithm
exhibited divergence in the P(k) matrix which leads to instability. Decision-delays did
not help mitigate this, unlike results shown in Chapter 5 for the Jakes channel. The
P(k) reset technique was introduced to mitigate this instability. Results show that the
instability is indeed mitigated. However, performance of the RLS algorithm differs in
floating and fixed point simulations. We observe that the effect of fixed point arithmetic
is to reduce the superiority of the RLS algorithm compared to the LMS algorithm.
In addition, the RLS algorithm also showed instability during decision-directed mode
in the fixed point simulations using real-time received data as seen in Section 6.3.4. The
decision-directed mode showed oscillations more prevalent than in the LMS algorithm.
This coincides well with [19] which states that the RLS algorithm is a poor tracking
algorithm.
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6.3.6 Real-time Issues
The fixed point simulation of the adaptive algorithms using real-time received data as
seen in Section 6.3.4 showed that the convergence behaviour differs from that encoun-
tered using simulated received data. Although the precise causes of these differences is
unknown, the outputs provided a good indication that the algorithms can work on the
Tait platform and the RLS algorithm performs only marginally better.
6.3.7 Conclusion
In general, the adaptive algorithms have been succesfully simulated in floating and
fixed point using the Tait specifications as seen in Table 4.1. A novel method was
introduced, namely resetting the P(k) matrix for the RLS algorithm. Simulations were
done in floating point and fixed point. In addition, real-time received data was used
for simulations. The Chapter illustrated performance via error curves and decoded soft
outputs which showed different behaviour as the simulation scenarios progressed.
The floating point simulations clearly showed the superiority of the RLS algorithm over
the LMS algorithm, with the RLS algorithm converging much faster than the LMS
algorithm. Howevever, the same issue was encountered as in the base simulation which
was the effect of reducing λ to less than 1. This caused the P(k) matrix to diverge
which is highly undesirable. A mitigation of this problem was found in Chapter 5
by implementing a decision-delay. This approach did not work in the Tait simulation,
therefore a novel method was used. This method basically resetsP(k) to its initial value
and is a good method if an overflow or saturation occurs in the fixed-point simulation.
The fixed-point simulation, on the other hand, produced very similar results for the
LMS and RLS algorithms. The RLS algorithm exhibited more oscillations during
decision-directed mode when using real-time received data and does not outperform
the LMS algorithm.
In conclusion, the simulation of the adaptive algorithms showed that the RLS algorithm
still performs better than the LMS algorithm in floating point environments. However,
issues such as the diverging P(k), fixed-point effects and real-time issues with the
Tait platform highly favours the simpler LMS algorithm due to its stability, ease of
implementation and relatively good tracking during decision-directed mode.
Chapter 7
HARDWARE AND IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
7.1 INTRODUCTION
The implementation of adaptive filter algorithms on the multivariate DFE on the FPGA
is reasonably straightforward if there are no requirements for optimisation or complex-
ity. However, this is not the case for the Tait platform which is limited by the size of its
current FPGA, a Stratix EP1S25 described earlier in Chapter 4. It is known that the
LMS algorithm implementation for the multivariate DFE on the Stratix EP1S25 has
not fully consumed all the resources, notably half the DSP blocks are used. It is also
worth nothing that other applications are implemented on the FPGA as well, namely
the synchroniser. It is estimated that approximately 60% of the FPGA resources are
already taken up by the LMS implementation. The RLS approach is clearly more
complex and demands far more resources, as seen in Section 7.2. The next few Sec-
tions will describe the practical advantages of the LMS algorithm based on resource
requirements, complexity and fixed point simulation results.
As we can see from the previous Chapters, the LMS and RLS algorithm have been
studied. Their performances have been compared for several simulation scenarios.
These simulation scenarios are summarised in Table 4.5. The results in Chapter 5 and
6 show that overall, the RLS algorithm outperforms the LMS algorithm in floating
point environments. However, in fixed point environments the RLS algorithm only
performs slightly better. It seems that the LMS algorithm is still more practical for
implementation because it is less complex than the RLS algorithm. In addition, there
are no instability issues with the LMS algorithm.
This Chapter will discuss hardware and implementation issues for the adaptive mul-
tivariate DFE. The estimated resource consumption by both the LMS and RLS al-
gorithms are shown. This is followed by a feasibility discussion addressing issues like
complexity, instability and performance of both algorithms.
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7.2 RESOURCE REQUIREMENTS
It is difficult to accurately estimate the resource requirements for the LMS and RLS
algorithm on the multivariate DFE without actual hardware implementation. However,
it is imperative that resource requirements are discussed to a certain extent. In general,
the resources in the FPGA can be summarised in the following categories below:
• Memory via RAM blocks
• Multipliers via DSP blocks
• Logic Elements
A rough estimate can be obtained to determine how complex the RLS algorithm is
compared to the LMS algorithm for implementation. Logic elements are hard to deter-
mine because they can be reduced by optimising the structure and design of the VHDL
code. Therefore, depending on design, logic elements cannot be determined until actual
hardware implementation is performed. However, RAM and DSP block usage can be
estimated.
7.2.1 RAM Blocks
Based on Chapter 4, memory availability is sufficient for the LMS algorithm on the
multivariate DFE since it is already implemented on the Tait platform. For the RLS
algorithm, it is easy to estimate the memory requirements by looking at the dominant
variable that consumes memory, namely the P(k) matrix. Assuming the matrix size is
32× 32, as described in Section 7.3.1, and the precision of each matrix entry is 16-bits,
the configuration for memory storage is 1024 × 16. By referring to Section 4.5.5, the
Stratix EP1S25 allows a maximum of two M-RAM blocks, and each M-RAM block
allows a configuration of 32K×16. Clearly, this is sufficient to store considerably more
than a single P(k) matrix. One single P(k) consumes approximately 3% of the M-RAM
block. Other variables that are stored include [ y(k) −xˆ(k) ], Kp(k) and tap weights
which involve minor additional memory requirements compared to P(k).
7.2.2 DSP Blocks
Based on Chapter 4, the multipliers are sufficient for the LMS algorithm on the mul-
tivariate DFE since it is already implemented on the Tait platform. Assuming that
multiplications are done in 16-bit precision as done on the LMS algorithm implemen-
tation, the number of DSP blocks based on Section 4.5.4 allowed is 40. Referring to
Section 4.7.3, a complex multiplier is equivalent to 4 real multipliers and therefore each
clock cycle can only allow 10 complex multiplications. Clearly, to assess whether the
number of multipliers is sufficient for RLS algorithm implementation, the number of
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multiplications required needs to be taken into account. Table 7.1 shows the oper-
ations required for a single iteration for the RLS algorithm. The table summarises
the operations in terms of the length of the vector L, where L = mLff + nLfb. As
defined before, Lff and Lfb represents the tap length of the feedforward and feedback
filter respectively, and n and m represents the number of transmit and receive anten-
nas respectively. Section 3.4.4 shows these variables. Observing Table 7.1, the RLS
Operation Size of Matrix Calculation Adders Multipliers
P(k)
[
y(k) −xˆ(k) ]H (L× L)(L× 1)
= tmp1 = L× 1 L
2 − 1 L2[
y(k) −xˆ(k) ]tmp1 + 1 (1× L)(L× 1) + (1× 1)
= Re(k) = (1× 1) L L
1/Re(k) = Re(k)−1 (1× 1) = (1× 1) None None
tmp1×Re(k)−1 = Kp(k) (L× 1)(1× 1) = (L× 1) None L[
y(k) −xˆ(k) ]H P(k) = tmp2 (1× L)(L× L) = (1× L) L2 − 1 L2
Kp(k)× tmp2 = tmp3 (L× 1)(1× L) = (L× L) L2 − 1 L2
P(k)− tmp3 = P(k + 1) (L× L)− (L× L) = (L× L) L2 None
xi(k)−
[
y(k) −xˆ(k) ]wi(k) (1× 1)− (1× L)(L× 1)
= ei(k) = (1× 1) nL nL
wi(k) +Kp(k)ei(k) (L× 1) + (L× 1)(1× 1)
= wi(k + 1) = (L× 1) nL nL
Table 7.1 Table of Resource Requirements for the RLS algorithm, where i = 1, . . . , n
algorithm requires 3L2 + 2L + 2nL complex multipliers within a sample rate. Using
specifications from Table 4.1, L is 32 and n is 4. Therefore, the number of complex
multipliers required is 3392. Referring to Table 4.1, the system clock is 120MHz and
the sample rate is 1MHz, which allows a maximum of 120 clock cycles. Therefore,
since 10 complex multipliers are allowed within a clock cycle, the maximum number of
multipliers that can be given within a sample rate is 1200 which is not sufficient for
RLS algorithm implementation. It is also worth noting that this calculation does not
incorporate λ which scales 3 of the variables above, Re(k), Kp(k) and P(k) as seen
in Section 3.4.4. Therefore, this increases the resource requirements further, especially
scaling P(k). This, in fact, would equate to 4L2 + 3L+ 2nL+ 1 complex multipliers.
Evidently, the LMS algorithm does not have intermediate variables such as P(k) and
Kp(k) as seen in the RLS algorithm. It only consists of a weight update and filtering for
every sample rate, thus drastically reducing the amount of multipliers required. Shown
in Table 7.2 are the resource requirements for the LMS algorithm, which equates to
2nL+ n complex multipliers. As mentioned previously, L is 32 and n is 4 for the Tait
platform. This equates to a total of only 260 complex multipliers within 120 clock
cycles, far less than the RLS algorithm.
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Operation Size of Matrix Calculation Adders Multipliers
xi(k)−
[
y(k) −xˆ(k) ]wi(k) (1× 1)− (1× L)(L× 1)
= ei(k) = (1× 1) nL nL
wi(k) + µei(k)
[
y(k) −xˆ(k) ]H (L× 1) + (1× 1)(1× 1)(L× 1)
= wi(k + 1) = (L× 1) nL n(L+ 1)
Table 7.2 Table of Resource Requirements for the LMS algorithm, where i = 1, . . . , n
7.3 FEASIBILITY
7.3.1 Complexity
As seen in Section 7.2, the RLS algorithm is far more complex than the LMS algorithm.
The RLS algorithm requires more multipliers and a greater memory usage compared
to the LMS algorithm. This lead to the RLS algorithm requiring significantly more
resources, making it less desirable for implementation.
One possibility for implementing the RLS algorithm is to reduce the tap length to
the minimum feasible value of 3 (which is L = 24). However, from Table 7.1 this
equates to 1944 complex multipliers which is still more than 1200. Another possibility
is to reduce the precision of the multipliers from 18-bit to 9-bit, thus doubling the
number of multipliers available. However, an 8-bit multiplication is low in precision
and degrades the accuracy of the RLS algorithm. Therefore, these options are not
considered. Another interesting concept is to look further into the P(k) matrix. For
example, we may use only certain entries in the matrix and set the others to zero. This
will reduce complexity and this is a possibility because of the P(k) reset technique.
The reset technique resets all entries of the matrix to 0 except its main diagonal during
the equalisation. Thus, the main diagonal entries may be the only entries of P(k) used
for calculation. This can be considered in future work.
7.3.2 Fixed Point Simulation
It is important to note that the adaptive algorithms have been successfully implemented
on the multivariate DFE. Furthermore, the adaptive algorithms have been simulated
in a fixed point environment showing that these algorithms can work on the FPGA
given conditions similar to those preset in the simulations. In addition, several issues
for example, the effects of decision-delay, the forgetting factor and how it affects P(k)
were encountered. These issues with the RLS algorithm do not seem to have been
mentioned in literature [2, 38, 43, 44].
In general, the fixed point simulation is the closest thing to emulating the hardware
implementation for the RLS algorithm on the FPGA. The system currently works in
16-bit precision for its multiplication. Its accumulate works in 32-bit precision. As
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seen in Chapter 6, the simulations showed two different scenarios, a floating point
and fixed point simulation. The floating point simulation evidently showed that the
RLS algorithm outperformed the LMS algorithm. However, in fixed point, the RLS
algorithm only performs slightly better than the LMS algorithm. The RLS algorithm
also showed poor tracking ability during decision-directed mode compared to the LMS
algorithm if the option to go with λ = 1 is taken when using real-time received data.
As mentioned many times in this thesis, when choosing λ < 1, the RLS algorithm
can encounter instability. A mitigation of this instability by resetting P(k) showed
that the RLS algorithm can still perform equalisation. The simulations showed that
the RLS algorithm has limitations in terms of performance as well as sensitivity to
parameter settings. Therefore, results from simulations, in addition to complexity
issues, instability and resource requirement issues show that the RLS algorithm needs
considerably more work before it can compete with the more robust LMS algorithm.
7.3.3 Discussion
The RLS algorithm is typically a better adaptive algorithm than the LMS algorithm, if
resources are available and the implementation and parameter settings are tuned to the
operating conditions. However, for this particular application to the multivariate DFE
on the Tait platform, the LMS algorithm is more practical for implementation based on
a complexity study and fixed point simulation results. Even though, the RLS algorithm
may achieve slightly better results, there are also issues with instability as well as its
poor tracking ability which eventually leads to poor performance. In addition, the RLS
algorithm requires more resources in the FPGA than the LMS algorithm.
We can conclude, based on simulation results, that the performance advantage of the
RLS algorithm is overshadowed by instability and complexity issues which were shown
throughout this thesis. Feasibility of the RLS algorithm as a viable adaptive algorithm
for implementation requires further work into mitigation of instability. Further work
may include studying the P(k) matrix in detail for the RLS algorithm implementation.
But in conclusion, the most feasible option at this point is to use the LMS algorithm,
or consider variants of the LMS algorithm. There is one such variant of the LMS
algorithm that performs as well as the RLS algorithm as seen in [28].
7.4 CONCLUSION
This Chapter discussed hardware and implementation issues regarding adaptive algo-
rithm implementation on the multivariate DFE. Issues regarding resource requirements,
complexity and feasibility of the LMS and RLS algorithms for implementation were dis-
cussed.
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As mentioned before, the RLS algorithm is a better alternative to the LMS algorithm
in terms of its performance. However, there were instability issues in the RLS algo-
rithm that had to be mitigated. Evidently, there is a trade-off between performance,
complexity and instability. The resource requirements by the RLS algorithm are sig-
nificantly higher than the LMS algorithm. The feasibility of the RLS algorithm was
briefly discussed with options for complexity reduction and a summary of the fixed
point simulation results.
Overall, the LMS algorithm is more practical for implementation. For an alterna-
tive to be seriously considered for implementation, it has to be stable, insensitive to
fixed-point arithmetic and outperform the LMS algorithm. In addition, it should be
robust to parameter settings and the radio environment and not require too much extra
complexity.
Chapter 8
CONCLUSION
8.1 DISCUSSION
The Tait platform is a reconfigurable hardware system for MIMO research. The plat-
form currently has a 4 by 4 antenna arrangement and is expandable to a 12 by 12 system
by utilising three interlinked 4 channel processing modules. The reconfigurability of the
platforms allows changes in the system parameters, algorithms etc. The platform has
successfully provided a real-time channel sounder, space-time coded systems and the
current adaptive multivariate DFE system with the LMS algorithm [16, 17]. Adaptive
equalisation is a key component in communication systems, because it greatly improves
signal quality by mitigating ISI in the wireless channel. Therefore, a key part of this
thesis covers adaptive equalisation in MIMO systems focussing on the performance of
adaptive algorithms and their implementation on the multivariate DFE. In 2004, the
Group Research department proposed a possible improvement to the platform, which
was to implement the RLS algorithm on the multivariate DFE. This is because the
RLS algorithm is the most common alternative to the LMS algorithm due to its fast
converging nature and presumably its performance in time-varying channels. Even
though work on the RLS algorithm on a SISO DFE is well-known, the RLS algorithm
implementation on the multivariate DFE is fairly recent. Furthermore, there are many
gaps in the literature, especially concerning implementation issues. As a result of the
research in this thesis, the implementation of the RLS algorithm on multivariate DFE
for the Tait platform has not been pursued. Basically, the RLS algorithm is not feasi-
ble for implementation because it is sensitive to parameter settings and is potentially
unstable. Furthermore, results using the real time captured data show that the LMS
and RLS algorithms have similar performance and the tracking behaviour of the RLS
algorithm is poor compared to the LMS algorithm. Finally, the greater hardware re-
quirements for the RLS algorithm on the FPGA, namely the Stratix EP1S25 makes
the algorithm less desirable due to complexity requirements. The general conclusion is
that the LMS algorithm is still the most practical algorithm for the Tait platform due
to stability, ease of implementation and reasonable resource requirements.
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In Chapter 5, the base simulations illustrated that the RLS algorithm has the potential
to be a better alternative than the LMS algorithm. The fast-converging nature of the
RLS algorithm was superior to the LMS algorithm. However, the simulation showed
divergence in the P(k) matrix which is undesirable for implementation on hardware.
Such behaviour in floating point, appears to have been overlooked in previous literature.
The simulation showed this is easily mitigated by using appropriate decision delays for
the DFE.
In Chapter 6, the Tait simulations illustrated that once again, the RLS algorithm
outperformed the LMS algorithm in floating point, but exhibited the same diverging
P(k) matrix. The simulations showed that the divergence in P(k) causes instability
due to saturation. The decision delays did not mitigate the divergence in this case. A
technique used to mitigate divergence was to reset the P(k) matrix to its initial value.
This actually restored stability in the RLS algorithm [64, 63], presumably because it
preserved the highly diagonal and symmetric nature of P(k). However, fixed point
simulation using real time received data showed that the RLS algorithm suffers from
tracking problems during decision-directed mode [19], and furthermore performs in a
similar manner to the LMS algorithm for convergence.
In Chapter 7, hardware and implementation issues were discussed regarding the LMS
and RLS algorithms. In summary, the complexity of the RLS algorithm is considerably
more than the LMS algorithm. The resource requirements using the Stratix EP1S25
show that the RLS algorithm requires significantly more DSP blocks than the LMS
algorithm on the Tait platform. Complexity reduction of the RLS algorithm is required
for it to be considered for implementation on the Tait platform. However, in terms of
feasibility, it seems that this alternative to the LMS algorithm is not suitable based on
fixed point simulation results and stability issues. A more logical approach is to focus
more on simulation work, rather than implementation on hardware.
Even though the RLS algorithm can provide better performance, as seen in the floating
point simulations, the real-time implementation using Tait specifications actually pro-
duces slightly worse performance than the LMS due to fixed-point precision, real-time
channel effects and hardware-related issues. Furthermore, there were stability issues
encountered during simulations which hindered an implementation study of the RLS
algorithm on hardware. With an existing system that produces the desired results,
the LMS algorithm is clearly the better algorithm for implementation on the FPGA at
present. The simplicity and stability of the LMS algorithm is far more desirable than
the potential performance advantage offered by the RLS algorithm at the expense of
sensitivity and instability. However, the RLS algorithm could still become useful in
the future once all the instability issues are thoroughly resolved and the complexity re-
quirements are satisfied. The obvious form for implementation is an RLS-LMS hybrid
where RLS is used for convergence during training mode and LMS for tracking during
decision-directed mode.
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In addition to results from simulations, an initial study of the RLS algorithm on the
multivariate DFE uncovered two issues worth noting. Firstly, the RLS algorithm sug-
gested in [2] appears to have a typographical error as described in Section 3.5.2. Basi-
cally, when λ < 1, the RLS algorithm is unstable. Secondly, the adaptive multivariate
DFE described in [2] did not incorporate decision delays, ∆, like other MIMO DFE
work [38, 40, 18]. Results in Chapter 5 showed that the decision delays did not affect
performance but did stabilise one of the RLS algorithm parameters, P(k). However,
results in Chapter 6 showed that the decision delays did not stabilise the algorithm for
the full Tait simulation, thus in some ways justifying the absence of the decision delay
in [2].
There are several parameter combinations that have been discussed throughout the the-
sis. This makes it difficult to obtain an overview of the results. Hence, for clarification,
a summary of the findings are shown in Table 8.1:
Quasi- Quasi- Captured-
Parameter Settings Jakes stationary stationary data
(float) (float) (fixed) (fixed)
∆ ≤ taps− 1 Y X X X
taps < 3
∆ > taps− 1 Y X X X
λ = 1
∆ ≤ taps− 1 Y Y Y Y
taps ≥ 3
∆ > taps− 1 Y Y Y Y
∆ ≤ taps− 1 Y X X X
taps < 3
∆ > taps− 1 Y X X X
λ < 1
∆ ≤ taps− 1 O O X X
taps ≥ 3
∆ > taps− 1 Y O X X
Table 8.1 Summary of RLS algorithm performance and parameter sensitivity for all the simulation
scenarios, where Y = working, O = working but P(k) diverge, X = not working/unstable
Note that throughout this thesis, we have standardised the tap lengths such that the
number of feedforward taps, Lff , and feedback taps, Lfb, are the same. This common
tap length is termed taps in Table 8.1. From Table 8.1 we can summarise the main
points for the RLS implementation as below:
• All simulations with taps ≥ 3 show that for λ = 1, P(k) converges.
• The base simulations (using Jakes model) can give satisfactory results for any
tap lengths.
• The base simulation with λ < 1 can cause P(k) to diverge but this can be fixed
with appropriate decision delays.
• The Tait simulations (floating and fixed point) do not give satisfactory results for
any tap lengths below 3.
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• The Tait simulation with λ < 1 can cause P(k) to diverge and this cannot be
fixed with appropriate decision delays.
• The Tait simulations (fixed point) with λ < 1 are sensitive to diverging P(k) be-
cause of saturation which affects the properties of P(k). This leads to instability.
• The Tait simulations (floating and fixed point) with λ < 1 can be stabilised by
using the P(k) reset technique.
8.2 FUTURE WORK
Despite the extensive amount of work that has been done on adaptive equalisation,
little has been done on real-time adaptive multivariate DFE implementation. The
simulations in this thesis have successfully implemented the RLS algorithm on the
multivariate DFE. In addition, the work confirmed that the RLS algorithm has the po-
tential to be a fast-converging algorithm, outperforming the LMS algorithm. However,
the RLS algorithm in the real time environment considered performs no better than
the LMS algorithm. Clearly, the RLS algorithm has limitations that may be related to
hardware specifications or the unknown channel. A further study of the causes of the
reduced performance of the RLS algorithm is important.
One of the proposed goals of this thesis was to implement the RLS algorithm on the
multivariate DFE which was reasonable considering that the LMS algorithm was suc-
cessfully implemented on the Tait platform. However as mentioned many times, insta-
bility issues as well as limited resources on the FPGA prevented the implementation.
It is logical not to pursue this path because more work is still required for the RLS
algorithm. Furthermore, work on the adaptive multivariate DFE is still relatively new.
It is proposed that future work should include more simulation work on the multivariate
DFE which may include using variants of the LMS algorithm, LMS-RLS algorithm
hybrids and a more detailed investigation of the instability of the RLS algorithm.
8.3 SUMMARY
In general, this research gives system designers useful information about the viability
of the LMS and RLS algorithms on a MIMO DFE. Rather than focus on the fast-
converging RLS algorithm, the designer has to consider the surprisingly large number
of problems with RLS that have been addressed in this thesis. These problems lie in
the areas of sensitivity, instability and complexity. The work focusses in particular on
the study of the RLS algorithm on the specific Tait platform. Hence, it may be difficult
to generalise the results, but the concerns over the RLS algorithm are useful for any
system designer to be aware of.
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As each of the issues with the RLS algorithm was encountered, a solution was proposed
and implemented. Although the end result performed no better than the LMS algo-
rithm, the fact that these problems could be solved indicate that is it still possible for
the benefits of the RLS algorithm to be attained. However, further research is required
in this area.
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